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Important Notice

This confidential Information Memorandum (the “Memorandum”) has been prepared by NASRDA for the
sole purpose of assisting a limited number of parties (each “Recipient”) in evaluating a potential PPP
arrangement with NASRDA for providing up to 90% of Nigerians with fast, affordable, reliable, and high-
speed fixed broadband internet at a price not more than N390 per 1GB of data by the year 2025.

Confidentiality
Use of the Memorandum is governed by the terms of the confidentiality agreement previously executed by
the Prospective Bidders (the “Confidentiality Agreement”), which among other things, limits the circulation
and disclosure of the information contained herein. The Memorandum may not be distributed, reproduced,
or used for any purpose other than the evaluation of the proposed transaction. Upon request, the
Prospective Bidders should promptly return the Memorandum and any copies thereof. All those in
possession of the memorandum should familiarize themselves with the terms of the Confidentiality
Agreement before using, circulating, or disclosing the Memorandum or the information contained herein.

Information

The Memorandum has been prepared for the sole purpose of assisting the Prospective Bidders in evaluating
a potential investment opportunity in partnering with NASRDA for the provision of Rural Broadband
Services (Satellite Broadband Penetration Project) in Nigeria through the PPP arrangement. However, it is
not intended to form the basis of any investment decision and does not purport to contain all the
information that may be necessary or desirable to fully and accurately evaluate the proposed transaction
fully and accurately. NASRDA has not independently verified any of the information contained herein, and
does not undertake any obligation to do so. Prospective Bidders should conduct and will be solely
responsible for their own investigation and analysis of the company.

Neither the Transaction Adviser, nor NASRDA make any representation or warranty, expressed or implied,
as to the accuracy or completeness of the Memorandum or the information contained herein, and neither
of such parties shall have any liability for the information contained in, or any omissions from, the
Memorandum, nor for any of the written, electronic or oral communications transmitted to the Prospective
Bidders in the course of the Prospective Bidders’ own investigation and evaluation of the proposed
transaction.

In particular, but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no representation or warranty is given
as to the achievement or reasonableness of any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts, and nothing in
the Memorandum (or any other written or oral information made available to the Prospective Bidders) is or
should be relied on as a promise or representation as to the future. Only those particular representations
and warranties, if any, which may be made to a purchaser in a definitive sale and purchase agreement when,
as and if executed, and subject to such limitations and restrictions as may be specified therein, will have a
legal effect.

Neither the receipt of the Memorandum, nor any information contained herein or provided subsequently –
whether communicated in written, electronic, or oral form – in connection with the proposed transaction,
constitutes, or shall be relied upon as constituting, the giving of investment advice by the NASRDA nor the
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Transaction Adviser or any other party. The Prospective Bidders should make their own independent
assessment of the merits of this investment opportunity and should consult their own professional advisors.

Process

The NASRDA reserve the right to amend or replace the Memorandum at any time, and undertake no
obligation to provide the Prospective Bidders with access to additional information or update or correct the
information contained in the Memorandum.

The NASRDA reserve the unilateral right, at any time, determined in their sole discretion and without
prior notice to the Prospective Bidders, (i) to negotiate with one or more parties and enter into an
agreement relating to the company with any party, (ii) to terminate discussions with any party, and (iii) to

modify the rules and procedures set forth herein or any other procedures relating to the proposed
transaction. In no instance will the NASRDA be required to assign any person for such termination or
alteration of the process.

The NASRDA intends to operate the company as in the ordinary course of business during the evaluation
and after the period. However, the NASRDA reserves the right to take any action, whether in or out of the
ordinary course of business, which in its sole discretion is deemed reasonably necessary or prudent for the
running of the company or in the process contemplated by the Memorandum.

The Prospective Bidders should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal and regulatory
requirements in their jurisdictions. The distribution of the Memorandum in certain jurisdictions may be
restricted by law or regulation, and accordingly, the Prospective Bidders represent that they are able to
receive the Memorandum without contravention of any unfulfilled registration requirements or other legal
or regulatory restrictions in the jurisdiction in which they reside or conduct business.

The NASRDA has retained Prohouse & Systems Limited (PROHOUSE) to act as its financial advisors in
connection with the proposed transaction. Any communication or inquiry relating to the Memorandum or
the proposed transaction should be directed to the members of PROHOUSE indicated aside. Under no
circumstances should PROHOUSE be contacted in connection with the Memorandum or the proposed
transaction.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Background
Rapid developments and integration in computing technology, digital telecommunication, and
transportation over the past six decades has resulted in the globalization of trade, finance, and investment.
Such other global tendencies as liberalization of trade, privatization of public institutions, deregulation of
economies, economic integration, and the development of common markets, have all worked in concert
with globalization to provide the platform on which the new word economic order is founded. In particular,
the growth of the Internet has permanently changed the face of trade, commerce, finance and investment,
and forced a paradigm shift from the established modes of conducting business.

In 2019, retail e-commerce sales worldwide amounted to 3.53 trillion US dollars and e-retail revenues are
projected to grow to 6.54 trillion US dollars in 2022. Online shopping is one of the most popular online
activities worldwide.1 The benefits are immense and include reduced cost of doing business, cheaper and
better suppliers, convenience, timeliness of delivery and instant global reach. At the rate the Internet is
growing, together with the rapid changes in technology, a business world without Internet may soon be as
unimaginable a world without electricity power. With the quantum leap in telecommunication provided by
microwave and satellite technology, estimates are that more than two-third of world business, even in less
developed countries including Nigeria, will be conducted through the internet in the next decade.

However, while the benefits of e-business readily accrue to Internet user in developed countries, the same
cannot be said for less developed countries. For developed countries, their well-developed and time-honored
credit and transactions settlement systems, simply provided the framework on which e-business was
established. Opportunity, therefore, exists for those who will recognize the immense potential of the
Internet for economic growth and diversification and quickly organize themselves to exploit this emerging
opportunity provided by Internet. The basket of opportunities this is likely to open in Nigeria is immense.
Virtually all imports and exports trade could be conducted via the Internet. As the Internet is likely to be
the dominant medium of conducting business in the future, those who move early will invariably dominate
the market and determine the ground rules for others to follow.

The project is for the design, finance, build, operate and transfer of a fast, affordable, reliable and high-
speed fixed broadband internet based on satellite broadband technology through PPP. The project targets
the deployment of over 7000 VSATs all over Nigeria in phases over the first two years. The first phase of
the project (Category 1) will deploy broadband connectivity to government MDAs for different services
such as health, education, emergency response, national identity management, defense and homeland
security and others that demand high levels of reliable, dedicated connectivity. This will include the
deployment to such applications as transportation and road safety, emergency services, governance and e-
Government services, and so on. Upon the successful deployment of the business model in these pilot
centers, it will make good business sense to deploy the model to other public services, under Category 2,

1 Global retail e-commerce market size 2014-2023 | Statista
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Figure 1: Retail Ecommerce Sales Growth Worldwide
by Region - 2020

such as e-Learning and Tele-Medicine and
connecting and delivering Information and
communications technology (ICT) infrastructure
to remote teaching hospitals, schools, public
libraries, teaching centers, clinics, care centers,
and so on. The third phase, Category 3, will
involve a roll-out of the broadband solution at
highly subsided price to cover the rural and
grossly unserved segment of the society.
Financial penetration and e-learning will benefit
most from this phase of the roll-out. The project
delivers real quantifiable contribution to the
critical goal set by the Nigerian Federal
Government for enhancing digital economy in
the country. Further value may be achieved by
servicing extra capacity providing broadband

services to other entities such as businesses that operate on subscription-based business model such as banks,
cable TV, power distribution, revenue collection, oil and gas and business offering digital solutions for
service delivery, and adoption of advanced technologies at the commercial rate.

The project is about establishing a Broadband Satellite network and the provision of broadband services to
remote rural areas of the country. The project entails the connection of 7,000 remote users in the first
phase. It requires the bidder to involve both the hardware and all relevant actions such as design, planning,
installation, configuration, deployment, building, training, operation, maintenance, marketing, selling,
billing, and any other relevant activity for that matter.

The project involves among others:

 Design of the Satellite Network Infrastructure architecture and usage landscape;
 Build the Ground-Segment Satellite Network Infrastructure at NASRDA premises to include

supply, deployment, installation, configuration, commissioning, operations, maintenance, support,
service, and so on, etc. of all SW & HW equipment and components such as Baseband HUB
system, Teleport/Ground Station and all other elements and components required for broadband
satellite connectivity AND broadband service provisioning; Land to be allocated by NASRDA.

 Provision, Installation, deployment etc. of the 7,000 VSATs at remote rural areas, and all other
necessary elements & components as may be relevant, such as solar power panels, WiFi access
points, etc.

 Building facilities within NASRDA premises of VSATs, Logistic Centre, Support Centre, NOC,
and offices;

 Operate and Maintain the network and the facilities to provide high quality and cost-effective
service to customers; provide robust, responsive and professional maintenance and support users
for maximum usability, user satisfaction and optimal value for money;

 Establish support centers in certain locations throughout the country.
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 To make present in the project at least two professional experienced engineers (from the OEM by
the OEM) for a certain period to make sure swift deployments and operation.

 Engage in training and knowledge transfer to Nigerians to enhance the project itself and the
Nigeria satellite ecosystem in general. The training should include but not limited to:

o Hub and Modems training.

o VSAT installation training.

o Other training and knowledge transfer if relevant

 Engage in R&D activities with Nigerians to enhance the project itself and the Nigeria satellite
industry as whole

 The network will be transferred to NASRDA after a period of time as will be clarified in this
document.

The following to be noted based in ICRC directives:

i. The project will not qualify for any Federal Government guarantees, securities, or
assurances.

ii. The demand risk for the project will be fully retained by the private party
iii. The commercial risk will be fully retained by the private party
iv. The operations and maintenance risk will be fully retained by the private party.
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Key Investment Considerations

Nigeria is still a leading African power in GDP terms and remains the most populous country in Africa with
vast market potentials. Furthermore, the country still has significant hydrocarbon resources, considerable
agricultural and mining potential, and relatively low public and external debt. However, with the over 90%
of exports and two-thirds of tax revenues dependence on oil revenue expose the country to the volatility of
the global oil market. This threat is further heightened by insufficient production and refining capacity for
petroleum products, insufficient electricity distribution, insecurity and corruption putting pressure on the
business environment, and the recurrent ethnic and religious tensions. In general, the country risk is
considered high with a risk rating of C, signifying a very uncertain political and economic outlook and a
business environment with many troublesome weaknesses can have a significant impact on the project. The
probability of the risk occurring is about 75% with minimal checks and balances; impacting factors outside
control of country.

The country still faces a myriad security challenge that destabilize the country, such as the activity of the
Islamist terrorist group Boko Haram in the northeast of the country, forcing many people to flee (nearly 2
million internally displaced since 2015). The deadly conflict between pastoralists and farmers continues to
bruise the center of the country, threatening its food security. The closure of the borders with Cameroon,
Niger and Benin in the summer of 2019, to reduce food smuggling and promote national production, is
causing tensions between these countries and Nigeria. Furthermore, the threat of renewed attacks on oil
infrastructures in the Gulf of Guinea, which led to a drop in oil production in 2016 as well as theft and
sabotage of facilities in the Niger Delta region, is still present. The FGN will have to face the expectations of
the population in order to halt the decline in living standards initiated by the oil counter-shock of 2014-
2016 and amplified by the Covid-19 crisis. The prevalence of poverty, mass unemployment and persistent

double-digit inflation should to continue to fuel a tense social climate.2

In 2020 and 2021, with the country now outside the electoral cycle, we do not expect the manifestation of
this form of political risk which is defined by the prospects for the disruption of business on account of
political instability, unlike last year.

Another way that political risk affects the business community are through policies that emanate from the
political process. The risk arises when the political harmony leads to policies that are unfavourable for
businesses because, in that event, the absence of a mitigating opposing political force to contest and debate
such policies or to prevent their enactment and implementation is elevated’.

Nigeria: Tremendous Outlook

Nigeria’s economy entered a recession in 2020, reversing three years of recovery, due to fall in crude oil
prices on account of falling global demand and containment measures to fight the spread of COVID–19.
The containment measures mainly affected aviation, tourism, hospitality, restaurants, manufacturing, and
trade. Contraction in these sectors offset demand-driven expansion in financial and information and
communications technology sectors. Overall real GDP is estimated by the Bank to have shrunk by 3% in

2 https://globaledge.msu.edu/countries/nigeria/risk/
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2020, although mitigating measures in the Economic Sustainability Programme (ESP) prevented the decline
from being much worse. Inflation rose to 12.8% in 2020 from 11.4% in 2019, fueled by higher food prices
due to constraints on domestic supplies and the pass-through effects of an exchange rate premium that
widened to about 24%. The removal of fuel subsidies and an increase in electricity tariffs added further to
inflationary pressures. The Central Bank of Nigeria cut the policy rate by 100 basis points to 11.5% to
shore up a flagging economy. The fiscal deficit, financed mostly by domestic and foreign borrowing,
widened to 5.2% in 2020 from 4.3% in 2019, reflecting pandemic-related spending pressures and revenue
shortfalls. Total public debt stood at $85.9 billion (25% of GDP) on 30 June 2020, 2.4% higher than a year
earlier. Domestic debt represented 63% of total debt, and external debt, 37%. High debt service payments,
estimated at more than half of federally collected revenues, pose a major fiscal risk to Nigeria. The current
account position was expected to remain in deficit at 3.7% of GDP, weighed down by the fall in oil receipts
and weak external financial flows3.

Outlook and risks

The economy is projected to grow by 1.5% in 2021 and 2.9% in 2022, based on an expected
recovery in crude oil prices and production. Stimulus measures outlined in the Economic
Sustainability Programme (ESP) and the Finance Act of 2020 could boost nonoil revenues.
Improved revenues can narrow the fiscal deficit to 4.6% and the current account deficit to 2.3% of
GDP in 2021 as global economic conditions improve. Reopening borders will increase access to
inputs, easing pressure on domestic prices and inflation, projected at 11.4% in 2021. Downside
risks include reduced fiscal space, should oil prices remain depressed. In addition, flooding and
rising insecurity could hamper agricultural production. Further depletion in foreign reserves from
$35 billion (7.6 months of import cover) could lead to sharp exchange rate depreciation and
inflationary pressures. A potential relapse in COVID–19 cases could exacerbate these risks. High
unemployment (27%), poverty (40%) and growing inequality remain a major challenge in Nigeria.

Financing issues and options

Nigeria’s public debt is relatively sustainable at 25% of GDP. But debt service payments are high,
and the country’s ability to attract external private financial flows is hurt by macroeconomic
imbalances and policy uncertainty. During the first half of 2020, Nigeria received $7.1 billion in
foreign investment. This was half the amount it received in the corresponding period of 2019.
Nigeria’s financing requirements require improved domestic revenue collection. Currently, nonoil
revenue collections are equivalent to 4% of GDP. The revenue yield in 2020 from an increase in
the value-added tax rate to 7.5% from 5% was less than projected because of subdued economic
activity. Broadening the tax base could strengthen Nigeria’s fiscal buffers, if structural reforms to
enhance compliance are supported and illicit financial flows are tackled. Remittances and sharia-
compliant sukuk bonds also offer potential financing options. In 2019, remittances totaled $23.8

3 From https://www.afdb.org/en/countries-west-africa-nigeria/nigeria-economic-outlook
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Highlights
Total population in millions,
2021:

211.4

Average annual rate of
population change, per cent,
2015-2020:

2.6

Population aged 0-14, per cent,
2021:

43.3

Population aged 10-24, per cent,
2021:

32

Population aged 15-64, per cent,
2021:

53.9

Population aged 65 and older,
per cent, 2021:

2.8

Population aged 10-19, percent,
2021:

23.2

Figure 2: Nigeria Demographics
Source: https://www.unfpa.org/data/world-
population/NG

billion (5.3% of GDP), but the effect of the COVID– 19 pandemics in key source markets could
reduce this figure. The third issuance of sukuk bonds of 150 billion naira ($395 million) in June
2020 attracted 669.1 billion naira, of which 162.5 billion naira was allotted to finance 44 critical
road projects. Use of foreign reserves as a financing option in the medium term is impaired by
lower oil receipts, the main source of foreign exchange.

Unique demographics

Nigeria has the largest population in Africa. The United Nations
project that the overall population of Nigeria will reach about 401.31
million by the end of the year 2050. By 2100, if current figures
continue, the population of Nigeria will be over 728 million.

According to the Census Bureau of the United States, the
population of Nigeria will surpass that of the United States in 2047,
when the population of Nigeria will reach 379.25 million. With
those numbers, Nigeria will become the third most populated
country in the world.

The major contributors to Nigeria’s population growth are early marriages, high birth rates, and a
lack of family planning access. The birth rate in Nigeria is about 37 births per 1,000 people.

The Nigerian government has been doing its best to help curb a rapid growth in population. They
have offered free contraception over the past 10 years or so and they have even started taking steps
to discourage people who are looking to have large families. The government is banking on smaller
families as a way to secure financial salvation in the future. They are looking toward territories
like Thailand – another area with large population growth issues – as a model for their current
strategy.

Until the point where some success is found in these efforts, the current projections for 2050
are over 390 million total residents.

A well-established legal and regulatory framework

Nigeria’s communications sector is primarily regulated by the Nigerian Communications Act (NCA) and
the Wireless Telegraphy Act (WTA). The NCA established the Nigerian Communications Commission
(NCC), which is charged with the responsibility of regulating the communications sector. The Minister of
Communications and Digital Economy (the Minister) under the NCA is responsible for the formulation,
determination and monitoring of the general policy for the communications sector with a view to ensuring,
among other things, the utilisation of the sector as a platform for the economic and social development of
Nigeria, the negotiation and execution of international communications treaties and agreements, on behalf
of Nigeria, between sovereign countries and international organisations and bodies, and the representation

https://ncc.gov.ng/documents/128-nigerian-communications-act-2003/file
https://www.ncc.gov.ng/documents/435-wireless-telegraphy-act/file
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of Nigeria, in conjunction with the NCC, at proceedings of international organisations and on matters
relating to communications. Under the NCA, the NCC is authorised to make and publish regulations and
guidelines to give effect to the full provisions of the NCA, among other things.

The WTA sets out the framework for regulating the use of wireless telegraphy in Nigeria.

The other legislations that may apply to the development of the Satellite Broadband Penetration project are:

• Infrastructure Concession Regulatory Commission (Establishment, Etc.) Act. 33 of 2005;
• The Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007; and
• The Public Procurement Act 2007.

The principal legislation that provides the legal and regulatory framework for regulating PPP arrangements
such at the DFBOT option, which the NASRDA will be deploying for the facility upgrade and
operationalization of the Satellite Broadband Penetration project is the Infrastructure Concession
Regulatory Commission (Establishment, Etc.) Act. 33 of 2005.

The Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025 is the primary policy document articulating the
government’s priorities and policy thrust. This policy document replaced the Nigerian National Broadband
Plan 2013 – 2018, which currently lags behind the aspiration of the country as the developed world
marches towards widespread deployment of 5G technologies, while the country is yet to achieve significant
4G coverage and adoption.

Telecom: a key sector for the country

According to the Digital 2020 Global Overview Report, digital, mobile, and social media have become a
part of everyday life for people all over the world, including in Nigeria. According to the report, of the total
population of 203.6 million, 169.2 million Nigerians or 83% have mobile phone connections. This
represents an 83% penetration of the people. Furthermore, about 85.49 million Nigerians have internet
access, representing about 42% of Nigeria’s population of approximately 203.6 million people, although,
only 27 million of are actively connected to the social media.

Digital technology offers Nigeria the opportunity to grow and diversify its economy from the
overdependence on oil and gas export proceeds. Empirical studies undertaken in 2019 indicate that
considerable economic growth opportunities are afforded by the deployment of broadband technologies.
According to the 2019 study, every 10% increase in broadband penetration results in between 2.6% to
3.8% growth in GDP.4 Thus, broadband not only supports the development of the digital economy but also
focuses on growing the National Digital Economy. The growth of the National Digital Economy will, no
doubt, improve and diversify the nation’s traditional economy.

In recognition of the tremendous economic growth opportunities afforded by the deployment of
broadband technologies, Nigeria established its first broadband plan in 2013 for a period of five years. The

4 Alam, T.F., Sultana, N. & Rayhan, M.I. Structural equation modeling: an application of broadband penetration and GDP growth in Asia. Economic
Structures 8, 17 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1186/s40008-019-0148-0
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plan, which set out to achieve broadband access, defined as minimum download speeds of 1.5Mbps with at
least 30% coverage, and an objective of achieving 3G coverage to at least 80% of the population. The Plan
recognized that rapid roll-out of broadband services will help to address some of the various socio-economic
challenges faced by the country, including the need to grow its economy, create jobs, rapidly expand the tax
base, and improve digital literacy and educational standards. It will also address identity management and
security challenges through the effective use of technology, increase financial inclusion and deliver a broad
range of services to its people to improve the quality of life and work towards attainment of Social
Development Goals set by the UN for 2030.

However, given the current state of technology, development and applications of broadband technology,
the 30% penetration achievement in the Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2013 – 2018 lags the
aspiration of the country as the developed world marches towards widespread deployment of 5G
technologies, while the country is yet to achieve significant 4G coverage and adoption.

Market competitive position

In 2013, Nigeria developed its first National Broadband plan to cover the 5-year period through 2018. At
the inception of the plan, internet penetration and broadband services were enjoying a period of fast
growth coming off the issuance of 3G licenses in 2007, and the landing of several submarine cables in
Nigeria between 2010 and 2013 (MainOne, Glo1 and WACS).

The plan established the objective of achieving a five-fold increase in broadband penetration from the 6%
rate in 2012 with download speeds specified at a minimum of 1.5 Mbps. Current broadband penetration
rates of 37.8% indicate the objective was achieved as measured in terms of 3G and 4G connections divided
by total population. Mobile broadband connections account for approximately 99.8% of the broadband
base while fixed connections are at 0.2%.

Effective user rates for broadband penetration
are less than the stated 37.8% which is
impacted by factors including the large
number of subscribers with multiple SIM
cards. In terms of actual connected users,
GSMA Intelligence data based on a Q4 2019
survey of a representative sample of the
population, suggests that Nigeria’s unique
mobile Internet penetration (3G and above)
stands at 32% or 65 million individual users
against a total mobile internet subscription
base of 125 million.

While broadband penetration has increased in
Nigeria with the deployment of 3G and 4G

coverage, the results achieved in terms of end user adoption has not matched expectations due to a variety
of reasons, according to GSMA, including access to and affordability of smartphone devices, quality of
service and speed, access to such services beyond major urban areas, access limitations for public

Figure 3: Internet Penetration
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institutions i.e. schools, hospitals and MDAs, limited availability or relevant content and E-government
services online, among others.

Market competitive position
The growth of Nigeria’s internet penetration, which was mostly aimed to depend on the fibre optics
connection has been slow. This is due largely to the fact that fibre network is plagued with a lot of
infrastructural and regulatory challenges. The current broadband penetration rates of 37.8% (both mobile
and fixed broadband) seem to indicate that the objective of achieving a broadband penetration of 30% (as
was stipulated in the now defunct Nigeria’s 2013-2018 National Broadband Plan) was achieved, when
measure in terms of 3G and 4G connections divided by the total population. In reality, mobile broadband
connections account for approximately 99.8% of the broadband base 37.8% penetration while fixed
connections are at 0.2%.

There is no doubt that fibre-optics is regarded as the preferred broadband solution for Nigeria as was
enshrined in the Broadband Plan 2020-2025, any technology it's not perfect. Even fibre is subject to cuts,
building fires and floods, earthquakes, and most importantly the failure of the electronic equipment that
drives it. And there are alternatives, fixed wireless broadband being the main one.

Some of the constraints of widespread deployment of fibre-optics networks in Nigeria are Upfront Cost and
installation lead time. In a lot of cases, the cost to deploy fibre is often very expensive. The dominant
portions of the costs are not the fibre cable itself, or the electronics, but rather the cost of physically laying
the fibre as well as obtaining approvals for the works, particularly if space in Telstra's ducts is not available.
In addition to the upfront costs, there is the long lead time to install fibre networks. A fibre deployment
can take anywhere from 6 weeks to 6 months to 'light up' once it has been ordered which can mean costly
delays, and this is currently available only in the major cities where the rural areas will take longer. For these
and other reasons, terrestrial fiber is still largely deficient and is the leading cause of low broadband
penetration within Nigeria.

However, satellite broadband services everywhere and at any time that leverages on Satellite and Ground
Earth Station (GES) infrastructure provides an opportunity to leapfrog these constraints. Satellite
broadband services is able to provide connectivity to businesses across areas with limited or no
fiber/microwave coverage through VSAT dishes. Satellite broadband services combine the advantages of
reliability, rapid deployment and ease of relocation, scalability with the fact that Fixed Wireless Broadband
is Non-Terrestrial to create a distinct advantage of fibre-optics networks for a country like Nigeria with poor
infrastructure. Besides, satellite broadband services and its superior bandwidth availability, as well as low
cost installation charges, make it an excellent alternative to fibre for businesses requiring high speed
internet.

Thirty-nine (39) Internet Service Providers (ISPs) of the over 50 registered ISPs in Nigeria account for
293,787 connected subscribers, according to statistics by the Nigerian Communications Commission
(NCC). TechEconomy.ng Intelligence Unit gathered that the total number of active subscribers by ISPs are
167,091 of connected subscribers as at August 2020 with the 39 ISPs having a total of 1,288 Points-of-
Presence (PoP). An ISP typically serves as the access point or the gateway that provides a user, access to
everything available on the Internet.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_service_provider
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TechEconomy.ng observed the top 10 ISPs with regards to the number of subscribers per each individual
internet service provider from the latest reporting of NCC. Other top providers include Spectranet, Tizeti,
IPNX, Cobranet Limited, and VDT Communications. There are also Vodacom, Hyperia, MainOne, ICSL
and Excelsimo Networks. These providers use various technologies such as mobile, fiber and satellite.

Tentative Timetable

The government has adopted a transaction process that will allow potential investors to submit suggestions
and comments on key transaction documentation with a view of structuring the most attractive transaction
to potential investors.

Key milestones are now as follows:
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Table 1: Proposed Transaction Timetable

Bid Process Events Proposed Date(s)

Issue Bid Documents November 22, 2021

Opening of Virtual Data Room November 22, 2021

Bidder Due Diligence (Site Visit) November 22, 2021

Opening of Physical Data Room November 22, 2021

Transaction Review Conference December 10th, 2021

Deadline for Bidders to provide
final comments on draft
Transaction Documents and RFP

December 12, 2021

Distribution of draft final
Transaction Documents

December 17, 2021

Proposal Submission Deadline December 27, 2021

Announcement of Proposals
Submitted

December 27, 2021

Evaluation and Approval of
Technical Evaluation Results

January 4, 2022

Financial Bid Opening January 11, 2022

Evaluation and Approval of
Technical and Financial Proposals
and emergence of Preferred
Bidder

January 17, 2022

Negotiations with Preferred
Bidder

January 17, 2022

Submission of FBC to ICRC for
Certification

TBA

FEC approval TBA

Ministry of Justice vetting of all
Agreements

TBA

Signing of the Concession
Agreement (Contract Close)

TBA
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Financial close TBA

Formal Handover TBA
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THE SATELLITE BROADBAND PENETRATION PROJECT
Project Description

The project is for the design, finance, build, operate and transfer of a fast, affordable, reliable, and high-
speed fixed broadband internet (including all HW, SW and licenses needed for full operation) through PPP.
The project targets the deployment of over 7000 VSATs all over Nigeria in phases over the first two years.
The first phase of the project (Phase 1) will deploy broadband connectivity to government MDAs for
different services such as health, education, emergency response, national identity management, defense
and homeland security and others that demand high levels of reliable, dedicated connectivity. This will
include the deployment to such applications as transportation and road safety, emergency services,
governance, and e-Government services, and so on. Upon the successful deployment of the business model
in these pilot centers, it will make good business sense to deploy the model to other public services, under
Phase 2, such as e-Learning and Tele-Medicine and connecting and delivering Information and
communications technology (ICT) infrastructure to remote teaching hospitals, schools, public libraries,
teaching centers, clinics, care centers, and so on. The third phase, Phase 3, will involve a roll-out of the
broadband solution at highly subsided price to cover the rural and grossly unserved segment of the society.
Financial penetration and e-learning will benefit most from this phase of the roll-out. The project delivers
real quantifiable contribution to the critical goal set by the Nigerian Federal Government for enhancing
digital economy in the country. Further value may be achieved by servicing extra capacity providing
broadband services to other entities such as businesses that operate on subscription-based business model
such as banks, cable TV, power distribution, revenue collection, oil and gas and business offering
digital solutions for service delivery, and adoption of advanced technologies at the commercial rate.

The project is about establishing a Broadband Satellite network and the provision of broadband services to
remote rural areas of the country. The project entails the connection of 7,000 remote users in the first
phase. It requires the bidder to involve both the hardware & software equipment and all relevant actions
such as design, planning, installation, configuration, deployment, building, training, operation,
maintenance, marketing, selling, billing, and any other relevant activity for that matter.

The project involves among others:

 Design of the Satellite Network Infrastructure architecture and usage landscape;
 Build the Ground-Segment Satellite Network Infrastructure at NASRDA premises to include

supply, deployment, installation, configuration, commissioning, operations, maintenance, support,
service, and so on, etc. of all SW & HW equipment and components such as Baseband HUB
system, Teleport/Ground Station and all other elements and components required for broadband
satellite connectivity AND broadband service provisioning; Land to be allocated by NASRDA.

 Provision, Installation, deployment etc. of the 7,000 VSATs at remote rural areas, and all other
necessary elements & components as may be relevant, such as solar power panels, WiFi access
points, etc.

 Building facilities within NASRDA premises of VSATs, Logistic Centre, Support Centre, NOC,
and offices;
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 Operate and Maintain the network and the facilities to provide high quality and cost-effective
service to customers; provide robust, responsive and professional maintenance and support users
for maximum usability, user satisfaction and optimal value for money;

 Establish support centers in certain locations throughout the country.
 To make present in the project at least two professional experienced engineers (from the OEM by

the OEM) for a certain period to make sure swift deployments and operation.
 Engage in training and knowledge transfer to Nigerians to enhance the project itself and the

Nigeria satellite ecosystem in general. The training should include but not limited to:
o Hub and Modems training.

o VSAT installation training.

o Other training and knowledge transfer if relevant

 Engage in R&D activities with Nigerians to enhance the project itself and the Nigeria satellite
industry as whole

 The network will be transferred to NASRDA after a period of time as will be clarified in this
document.

The following to be noted:

vi. The project will not qualify for any Federal Government guarantees, securities or
assurances.

vii. The demand risk for the project will be fully retained by the private party
viii. The commercial risk will be fully retained by the private party
ix. The operations and maintenance risk will be fully retained by the private party.

Project Location

The Satellite Baseband HUB and Teleport installation will be located at a suitable site within the premises
of NASRDA while the VSAT installation and deployment will be 7,000 different sites but within the
premises of the customer who will provide the site and be responsible for the security. These remote sites
will provide the bandwidth access to the end users.

About NASRDA

The National Space Research and Development Agency (NASRDA) is a co-sponsor of the project. The
FGN also adopted the National Space Policy in 2001. The initial scope of the Nigerian Space Programme
(NSP) to be implemented by the NASRDA includes the study of basic space science in order to lay the
foundation for deriving maximum benefits from the nation's participation in the space enterprise; and the
attainment of space capabilities. The efforts of the Agency are focused on research and rigorous education,
engineering development, design and manufacture, particularly in the areas of instrumentation, rocketry
and small satellites as well as in satellite data acquisition, processing, analysis and management of related
software. Other areas of emphasis are the establishment of a national earth observation station for remote
sensing and satellite meteorology data acquisition; an infrastructure that will enhance the indigenous ability
to adopt, modify and create new techniques for national resources inventories, monitoring, evaluation and
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management; and the provision of efficient, reliable and adequate telecommunications services in Nigeria
in order to enhance the growth of the industrial, commercial and administrative sectors of the economy.

NASRDA is the national space agency of Nigeria. It is a part of the Federal Ministry of Science and
Technology and it is overseen by the National Council on Space Science Technology. The Agency based in
the Nigerian capital Abuja has a ground receiving station. Nigeria has cooperation in space technology with
the United Kingdom, China, Ukraine and Russia. NASRDA was established on 1 August 2001 after
preparation period since in 1998 by the Nigerian government with a primary objective of establishing a
"fundamental policy for the development of space science and technology."

The initial scope of the Nigerian Space Programme (NSP) to be implemented by the National Space
Research and Development Agency (NASRDA) covers:

 The study of basic space science in order to lay the foundation for deriving maximum benefits from
the nation's participation in the space enterprise; For the attainment of space capabilities, Nigeria's
efforts should focus on research and rigorous education, engineering development, design and
manufacture, particularly in the areas of instrumentation, rocketry and small satellites as well as in
satellite data acquisition, processing, analysis and management of related software; The
establishment of a national earth observation station for remote sensing and satellite meteorology
data acquisition. Such an infrastructure will enhance the indigenous ability to adopt, modify and
create new techniques for national resources inventories, monitoring, evaluation and management;

 The provision of efficient, reliable and adequate telecommunications services in Nigeria in order to
enhance the growth of the industrial, commercial and administrative sectors of the economy. The
focus areas of the NSP include:

 Basic Space Science and Technology to provide the understanding of how the universe works and
what its impact is on the world. This will enable us to lay the foundation for deriving maximum
benefits from the nation's participation in the space enterprise.

 Remote sensing to help Nigerians understand and manage our environment and natural resources
using space-acquired information. This technology will enable us to better understand our land, air
and water resources and their associated problems.

 Satellite Meteorology to study atmospheric and weather sciences using satellite data to facilitate the
effective management of our environment.

 Communication and Information Technology to provide efficient and reliable telecommunications
services for Nigeria in order to enhance the growth of the industrial, commercial and
administrative sectors of the economy.

 Defence and Security. The Federal Government shall develop a necessary Space Science
Technology (SST) programme that will address the national needs of Nigeria. For this purpose the
government shall establish a Defence Space Command in the Ministry of Defence. The Command
shall comprise representatives of the defence, intelligence, security and law enforcement services
and report through the Ministry of Defence to the National Space Council.
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Figure 4: Artist's rendition of the NigeriaSat-2
spacecraft in orbit

NASRDA is the national space agency of Nigeria. The
FGN also adopted the National Space Policy in 2001.
The initial scope of the NSP to be implemented by
the NASRDA includes the study of basic space
science in order to lay the foundation for deriving
maximum benefits from the nation's participation in
the space enterprise; and the attainment of space
capabilities. The efforts of the Agency are focused on
research and rigorous education, engineering
development, design and manufacture, particularly in
the areas of instrumentation, rocketry and small
satellites as well as in satellite data acquisition,
processing, analysis and management of related software. Other areas of emphasis are the establishment of a
national earth observation station for remote sensing and satellite meteorology data acquisition; an
infrastructure that will enhance the indigenous ability to adopt, modify and create new techniques for
national resources inventories, monitoring, evaluation and management; and the provision of efficient,
reliable and adequate telecommunications services in Nigeria in order to enhance the growth of the
industrial, commercial and administrative sectors of the economy.

NASRDA was established under the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology. It is overseen by
the National Council on Space Science Technology. Nigeria currently has cooperation in space technology
with the United Kingdom, China, Ukraine and Russia. The Agency is currently based in the Nigerian
capital Abuja, where it has a ground receiving station.5

Project Justification
Nigeria is still a leading African power in GDP terms and remains the most populous country in Africa with
vast market potentials. However, the economy suffered some debilitating setbacks in 2020 due in part to
the over-exposure of the country to the volatility of the global oil market. Despite considerable agricultural
and mining potential, and relatively low public and external debt, over 90% of exports and two-thirds of tax
revenues of the country depends on oil revenue. The advent of the Covid-19 pandemic and precipitous
plunge in oil prices exposed the financial underbelly of the country. A persistent and sustained economic
diversification drive, only, will slow down the decent toward financial ruin and turnaround the country
towards a path to economic growth. Thankfully, broadband expansion and increased penetration provides
an opportunity for acceleration of economic diversification in the country.

In 2017, Imperial College Business School examined data from 135 countries and found that a 10%
increase in mobile broadband penetration could boost GDP by 0.6% to 2.8%. The question that arises is
whether Nigeria is fully harnessing the full potential of the impact of the internet on the economy. There
are a few pointers that this may not entirely be so.

Nigeria is easily the largest mobile telecommunications market in Africa. A rapid development of mobile
telecommunications in the country has accompanied the successful auction of Digital Mobile Licenses

5 https://earth.esa.int/web/eoportal/satellite-missions/n/nigeriasat-2
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(DML) in 2001. According to the NCC, the telecommunications market the market served over 184
million mobile lines, with 126 million of those lines connected to Internet service as at December 2019.
Tele-density has grown from less than 1% on fixed wireline and wireless networks before the DML auctions
in 2001, to reach approximately 89% population coverage for voice services in 2019 primarily based on
2G/2G+ networks.

In Nigeria, our growing mobile phone internet base is spurring commercial activity through sectors like e-
commerce and applications like video streaming services. Nigerians can now save and invest on mobile apps
and legally watch Nollywood movies on the go on mobile applications.

All walks of life have been impacted. Another good example is the transport sector, which has seen a burst
of new businesses that have only been made possible by the mass usage of mobile internet. Think delivery
or ride-hailing services (Uber, Bolt, etc). Clearly, a lot of jobs have been created. GDP numbers provide
evidence of the impact of digital technology and information communication and telecommunications
(ICT). The latest figures show that ICT contribute to 13% of Nigeria’s GDP. Telecommunications has been
one of Nigeria's main growth drivers as other sectors have lagged in recent years.

However, some challenges still exist. Nigeria currently ranks 112th in the mobile internet speed index, with
less than 50% of mobile internet users having access to 3G & 4G technology in an age where countries are
already adopting 5G6. Additionally, the use of mobile internet is not well spread across the country.
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data indicates that only 10 Nigerian States account for over 50% of
mobile internet subscribers in Nigeria. Furthermore, NCC currently equates mobile broadband penetration
with broadband penetration, as though mobile broadband was the only vehicle of broadband delivery
envisaged in the development of the National Broadband Plan in which the NCC was a key stakeholder.
Clearly, mobile broadband penetration is not the same thing as broadband penetration, a fact even
acknowledged by data by the ITU, when it disaggregated its data for Nigeria by distinguishing mobile from
fixed and correcting placing mobile broadband penetration for Nigeria at 22.9%. Fixed broadband
penetration for Nigeria is set by ITU at 0.1%.

Undoubtedly, increased Broadband penetration supports the development of the digital economy and a
focus on growing the National Digital Economy will also improve and diversify the nation’s traditional
economy.

Advantages of Satellite Broadband Penetration

The demand for widespread access to broadband internet, a key driver of economic growth, job creation,
and social inclusion, has never been greater. Apart from direct benefits like improved labor markets, the
positive impact of broadband connectivity to global economies:

1. Better Access to Global Labor Markets

6 The impact of mobile internet on Nigeria. Stears Business. March 2020.
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 Industry association US Telecom (ITU), which tracks broadband job creation statistics,
showcases how broadband enables at least 10 million new jobs in America alone. The ITU
points out that governments in the US, Germany, Australia, New Zealand, Portugal, Singapore,
and Ireland are among those that have invested in broadband connection as a “counter-cyclical
measure,” creating jobs by improving infrastructure.

 Research by the US Federal Reserve also found that labor force participation among married
women increases by 4.1 percent with the introduction of high-speed Internet access.

 Communities with broadband access can include many skilled workers in their labor force who
might otherwise be excluded. Connecting people whose mobility is restricted by culture,
religion, family, health, or other considerations enables them to contribute greatly to their
societies, and their societies' economies.

2. Increased Workplace Productivity

 The ITU report discusses the difficulty of figuring out just how much productivity is increased
by faster, and better Internet connectivity. Increased broadband access is obviously associated
with higher productivity – but is it causing the improvement? Or is broadband performance
and access improved by other factors which also increase productivity?

 The answer seems to be that both are true. The ITU study cites that for each increase of 1
percent in broadband penetration across OECD countries, productivity grows by 0.13 percent.
This increase may seem modest, but the effects are cumulative – a significant increase in high-
performance Internet access can have a major impact on productivity.

 In almost every country, rural areas are often underserved by fast, unlimited broadband services.
Enhancing connectivity in these markets can broaden their employment base beyond
traditional industries. Individuals benefit with more job opportunities and better services.
Communities benefit from higher employment and reduced isolation. Nations benefit from
communities made more self-sufficient, even while more closely connected.

3. Better GDP growth

 Beyond highly developed economies, the World Bank has targeted broadband Internet
access as a tool for improving the economies of the Middle East and North Africa region,
calling broadband “a key driver of economic growth, job creation, and social inclusion.”

 There are several ways that fast broadband growth contributes to economic growth. These
include making business processes more efficient, accelerating innovation with new consumer
applications and services, and improving enterprise deployment efficiency with better access to
labor, raw materials, and customers.

 According to independent studies cited by the ITU, a 10 percent increase in broadband
penetration results in increased efficiency and an increase in per-capita GDP of up to 1.38
percent.

http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2014/02/06/access-to-high-speed-internet-key-to-job-creation-social-inclusion-arab-world
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2014/02/06/access-to-high-speed-internet-key-to-job-creation-social-inclusion-arab-world
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Figure 5: Sectors Impacted by the Digital
Economy

Sectorial Impact of Fixed and Wireless Broadband

Subscription-Based Business Model

All businesses that operate on in subscription-based business model such as banks, power distribution,
revenue collection, oil and gas and business offering digital solutions for service delivery, and adoption of
advanced technologies, have all been impacted significantly by the growth in Internet penetration. For all
businesses that thrive on the rise in internet penetration, the deployment of the Satellite Broadband
Penetration will automatically reduce the cost of doing business, increase access to cheaper and better
suppliers, convenience, timeliness of delivery and instant global reach.

Investment on ICT infrastructures has become a
key element in productivity and growth in various
sectors of the Nigerian economy. Increased
investment in ICT-Capital has accelerated growth
in core industries. It also facilitates the absorption
of high and medium skilled labor. This has a
positive effect on the labor output of industries.

Defence and Homeland security

Out of all the communication technologies out
there, may it be fiber or wireless, satellite is likely
the most important one due to its ability to bring
connectivity anywhere and anytime, especially in
the field.

In wartime, insurgency, riots, and other challenges of the like, having the ability to connect remotely is
critical. Situational Awareness and access to real-time intelligence and communications on the ground –
where and when our front liners need it – can make all the difference from a successful or an aborted
mission, or even more between life and death. A powerful and encrypted network is essential in order to
assist in these situations.

It is clear that this satellite broadband penetration project brings positive impact not only in broadband
connectivity but also in defence and homeland security determinants which bear critical importance to the
country.

Emergency Response & Public Safety

In crisis situations, from terrorist attacks to floods and fires, lives depend on fast emergency response. First
responders need effective real-time communications for making critical high-pressure decisions in the
toughest imaginable circumstances. When disasters strike, the first thing responders depend on is the
availability of the existing communications infrastructure. Satellite communications are a critical part and
must have for reaching hard to get areas and also to provide communications backup in case the existing
infrastructure is hit.

First responders, such as firefighters, police, and rescue services worldwide, count on satcom-on-the-move
(SOTM) solutions to manage emergency response and public safety efforts in the most challenging
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environments. The highly resilient and quick-to-deploy solutions provide fast and reliable broadband and
voice connectivity in cases where existing infrastructure collapses or in remote areas beyond the reach of
terrestrial networks.

SOTM solutions are designed for fast setup and do not require technical training. Compact, low-profile
antennas installed on emergency vehicles can provide first responders broadband connectivity even before
they reach the emergency site. These situations require a robust and secured satellite network so that
response teams gain access to secured always-on, real-time video streaming, voice and high-speed data
communications that help them do the important work of saving lives.

It is clear that this satellite broadband penetration project goes a long way and brings additional required
capacity that creates a strong eco-system which today is an essential and critical element of every nation.

Nigerian Banking Industry

Advancement in ICT has facilitated growth in internet-banking, ATM Network, Electronic transfer of
funds and quick dissemination of information. Structural reforms in the banking sector have improved the
health of the banking sector. The reforms recently introduced include the enactment of the Securitization
Act to step up loan recoveries, establishment of asset reconstruction companies, initiatives on improving
recoveries from non-performing Assets (NPAs) and change in the basis of income recognition has raised
transparency and efficiency in the banking system. Increases in treasury income and improvement in loan
recoveries has helped Nigerian banks to record better profitability. The banking industry is one of the
sectors that enjoy the largest productivity growth effect of ICT. The use of computers and peripherals
simplifies the task of getting customers' data and counting money to effect transaction. This enables a single
cashier to serve thousands of customers in a day which would have cost the bank enormous staff strength
and large building. Nigerian banks need to multiplex ICT investments with complementary investment in
working practices, human capital, and firm restructuring to optimize its impact on productivity.

Increase in Government Revenue

Reforms have compelled banks to improve the utilization of ICT. The recently introduced handling charge
on cash-based transaction by the CBN is a pointer to the ever-increasing role of ICT in the Nigerian
banking industry. The diffusion of ICT is technological change that has greatly revolutionized the banking
sector. Empirical findings suggest that some of the main effects of ICT diffusion are organizational changes
and the redefining of organizational boundaries.

Oil and gas Sector

The use of ICTs in the oil and gas industry in Nigeria is not only useful to the International Oil Companies
(IOCs) in their quest to remain technologically relevant, but it is also useful to the National Oil Companies
in Nigeria and other OPEC countries. In the oil and gas industry, ICT use vary from simple solutions such
as e-mail, and internet, to the use of more advanced solutions such as advanced digital data networks or
sensor devices measuring the oil extraction operation. It is estimated that major oil companies, including
Chevron, Exxon-Mobil, Shell, Agip, and Total, spend over ten billion dollars a year on ICTs in all their oil
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and gas operations worldwide. ICTs can contribute to the extension of oil reserves beyond existing levels,
and increase the rate of crude oil extraction from existing oil wells.

Agriculture & Agro allied Sector

Agriculture in Nigeria provide employment for 70% of the population. Some of the areas of ICT
application in Agriculture include (a) Global Positioning System (GPS): In agriculture, the use of the Global
Positioning System provides benefits in geo-fencing, map-making and surveying. With the use of GPS,
Nigerian farmers can produce highly accurate digitized map of a farm; (b) Geographic Information Systems -
Geographic information systems (GIS), are extensively used in agriculture, especially in precision farming.
Land is mapped digitally, and pertinent geodetic data such as topography and contours are combined with
other statistical data for easier analysis of the soil. GIS is used in decision making such as what to plant and
where to plant using historical data and sampling; and (c) Computer Controlled Devices: Such as
automated irrigation systems, pest control, controllers for open land farming and greenhouse farming, and
other sorts of controllers for different uses. For example, Automatic milking systems are computer
controlled standalone systems that milk the dairy cattle without human labor. The complete automation of
the milking process is controlled by an agricultural robot, a complex herd management software, and
specialized computers. Automatic milking eliminates the farmer from the actual milking process, allowing
for more time for supervision of the farm and the herd. Farmers can also improve herd management by
using the data gathered by the computer. By analyzing the effect of various animal feeds on milk yield,
farmers may adjust accordingly to obtain optimal milk yields. Since the data is available down to individual
level, each cow may be tracked and examined, and the farmer may be alerted when there are unusual
changes that could mean sickness or injuries. Another areas of the direct impact of ICT on agriculture is
the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). RFID technology has been deployed livestock-tracking program
to track the estimated 80,000 cattle all across the country. Each cattle is tagged using the RFID technology
for easier identification, providing access to relevant data such as: bearer's location, name of breeder, origin
of livestock, sex, and dates of movement. (d) Remote Sensors. remote Sensors have become a significant
component in smart farming as they are used to report important parameters such as levels of humidity,
temperature, saturation, and so on, and transmit this info on a continuous basis to a central data server for
purpose of monitoring, control and harvest management. By doing so it provides new extremely effective
means of farming, as well as big-data insights which take farming to the next level. This new technology is so
important in countries like Nigeria that have a dominant agriculture sector. By the way, sensors have also
taken similarly important role in so many other sectors such as oil & gas, Defence, transportation, fleet
management, energy and so on. Remote sensors, which are part of the IOT revolution, are an additional
extremely important reason for the need of widely deployed broadband access in any country. Many of such
solutions can only be served through satellite technology.

Project Sustainability

The proposed Satellite Broadband Penetration project is envisaged to be economically, technically,
environmentally, and socially sustainable. It will help to reduce the cost of doing business, cheaper and
better suppliers, convenience, timeliness of delivery and instant global reach.

Economic sustainability
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Figure 7: Nigeria Digital Economy through Satellite

The development of the Satellite Broadband Penetration project will not require any outlay of funds by the
NASRDA as the project will be self-sustaining. First the saving that will accrue to the NASRDA will more
than offset the by virtue of the cost of operating and maintaining the system. Second, procuring the project
through the PPP arrangement is likely to deliver the best possible VfM for the NASRDA through reduced
procurement, development, and management costs, reduced procurement risks, shorter lead-in times, zero
cost overruns, improved quality, and added value from training and local employment. As a matter of fact,
the PPP procurement arrangement will increase the efficiency in the delivery of the Satellite Broadband
Penetration project; and reduce the risk to NASRDA by transferring part of the risk to the Preferred Bidder.
Other added benefits are that NASRDA will obtain a rapid execution of the project because of the
incentive to maximize returns on investment; and the option will free up NASRDA’s scarce resources for
deployment to other critical uses; and reduce development and infrastructure budget for NASRDA.

Technical sustainability

The Satellite Broadband Penetration is technically sustainable as the platform will be installed by an OEM,
who will also provide the O&M throughout the project life. Besides, the training of dedicated internal
personnel to effectively superintend over the project is embedded in the project. This will provide the pool
of indigenous expertise in satellite technology and strict adherence to internationally and nationally
acceptable engineering design and construction standards. Innovative technologies that are economically
viable and having minimal environmental, social and health impacts will be utilized in the execution of the
proposed Satellite Broadband Penetration project.

Environmental sustainability

The Satellite Baseband HUB and
Teleport installation of the Revenue
Assurance Solution will be located at a
suitable site within the premises of
NASRDA. As such, the threats to
environmental integrity will be minimal
as they are already being mitigated by the
NASRDA. Where they exist, additional
mitigation measures to be employed will
be one that is comprehensive and tested to reduce any adverse impacts to the barest minimum. The latest
available technology will be employed in all mitigation measures to be employed. The project is rated to be
environmentally sustainable because environmental infractions have been reduced as much as possible in
the choice of the project site.

The incorporation of the findings and recommendations of the Environmental and Social Impact
Assessment (ESIA) of the project at the appropriate stages of the project development and strict adherence
to the environmental management plan (EMP) will ensure environmental sustainability.

Social sustainability

The social sustainability of the Project will emanate from the extensive consultations, which have been held
with the stakeholders in the telecommunications industry and the larger society, host communities. These
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consultations on the Satellite Broadband Penetration project are expected to create a good working
relationship between the NASRDA and the stakeholders. These consultations must be sustained
throughout the lifespan of this project.
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OVERVIEW OF THE PPP PROCESS

Background

In Nigeria, government has always been the sole financier of projects of this nature, and has often taken
responsibility for implementation, operations and maintenance as well. The national fiscal budgets have
therefore been the principal sources of financing for infrastructure. Usually, public authorities such as
NASRDA will spread its budgetary resources thinly over a large number of important projects such as the
Satellite Broadband Penetration Project. The result is that very often, the projects are abandoned midway.
Where an insignificant proportion of projects that reaches completion stage, this is often at multiples of the
original cost. Besides being volatile, project of this nature usually receiving a larger brunt of fiscal
retrenchment in times of financial crises such as is being currently experienced in Nigeria. Moreover,
Traditional/conventional procurement has the greater potential for mismanagement.

The private sector on the other hand, has a large pool of resources from which they can seek funding,
which governments may not have access to, or the capacity to access, including both local and international
financial markets. Besides filling the resource gap in infrastructure delivery and operation, there is a
growing realization that PPP arrangements have engendered acceleration of infrastructure provision, a faster
implementation of projects, and reduced whole life costs of project. Besides, it offers better risk allocation
between public and private sectors, offers better and sustainable incentive to perform, engender
accountability in fund utilization, and improve the overall quality of service. Evidence also abound that it
leads to the generation of additional revenue and overall value for money for the entire economy.

Many aspects of service delivery lend themselves to private sector participation, including: project design,
project management, construction and procurement, financing, operations and management, maintenance,
marketing of services and communications. Based on these considerations, together with considerations of
affordability, value for money and risk allocation, the preferred option for procuring the project is a
partnership with the private sector by way of DFBOT/BOT and including the operation and maintenance
of satellite systems. This mode of project delivery is more likely to deliver the best possible value for money
for the NASRDA through reduced procurement, development and management costs, reduced
procurement risks, shorter lead-in times, improved quality and added value from training and local
employment.

PPP Legal, Regulatory & Institutional Framework

The principal legislation that provides the legal and regulatory framework for regulating PPP arrangements
such at the DFBOT option, which the NASRDA will be deploying for the facility upgrade and
operationalization of the Satellite Broadband Penetration project is the Infrastructure Concession
Regulatory Commission (Establishment, Etc.) Act. 33 of 2005.

The ICRC Act, 2005 and the National Public Private Partnership Policy (NP3), together provide the
framework for delivering FGN’s infrastructure projects through PPPs arrangements in Nigeria. The ICRC
Act, which established the Infrastructure Concession Regulatory Commission (ICRC), also empowered
federal ministries, departments, and agencies (MDAs) to PPP as a procurement method where suitable to
develop its infrastructural facilities. By virtue of the ICRC Act, 2005 the ICRC has the functions and
powers to:
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 Provide general policy guidelines, rules, and regulations;
 Take custody of every PPP agreement executed between the MDA and the private sector

partner;
 Monitor and inspect PPP projects; and
 Ensure efficient execution of any PPP agreement or contract entered into by the Federal

Government.

The National Space Research and Development Agency (NASRDA) is desirous of pursuing research in the
field of broadband technology that will result in cost-effective satellite system solutions in rural Nigeria
through this PPP arrangement. The project was designed as part of the solution towards meeting Nigeria’s
aspiration of providing up to 90% of Nigerians with fast, affordable, reliable, and high-speed fixed
broadband internet at a price not more than N390 per 1GB of data by the year 2025. On completion, the
Satellite Broadband Penetration project is expected to significantly increase the fixed-broadband
penetration for Nigeria from its current abysmal level of about 0.2%.

In compliance with the Infrastructure Concession Regulatory Commission Establishment Act (2005) and
the National Policy on Public Private Partnerships (N4P), NASRDA submitted an Outline Business Case
(OBC) to the ICRC for consideration. ICRC, having assessed and affirmed the bankability of procuring the
development of a cost-effective satellite system for the provision of rural broadband services in Nigeria
through the PPP arrangement, has issued an OBC Compliance Certificate to enable the NASRDA
commence the procurement of a Private Proponent for the project.

Please note that there is a private proponent who had submitted proposal on the project, however in order
to ensure transparency, competition and value for money, the project will be procured under a Swiss
Challenge Procurement methodology which requires that if the original project proponent is not the most
responsive bidder, it will be given the right to match the most responsive bid to win the concession.
However, if it is unable to match the most responsive bid, the most responsive bid then wins the Swiss
Challenge PPP procurement and becomes the preferred Project Proponent

In furtherance, therefore, NASRDA hereby invites suitable, competent and reputable firms/consortia to
make submissions for prequalification for development of a cost-effective satellite system for the provision
of rural broadband services in Nigeria.
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Figure 8: Map of Nigeria
Source: worldatlas.com/maps/Nigeria

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF NIGERIA

A key regional player in West Africa, Nigeria accounts for about half of West Africa’s population with
approximately 202 million people and one of the largest populations of youth in the world. With an
abundance of natural resources, it is Africa’s biggest oil exporter, and has the largest natural gas reserves on
the continent.

Geographical situation

Location

Nigeria is located in West Africa, sharing a border with
Benin, Niger, Chad and Cameroon. To the south, it
borders the Gulf of Guinea, part of the Atlantic Ocean.
Nigeria has a range of natural environments, from semi-
deserts in the north to tropical rainforest in the
south. Nigeria is almost 4 times the physical size of the
UK. Its population, at just over 200,000,000, is three
times the size of the UK.

Nigeria is the most populous and economically
developed country in Africa. Its recent growth, based on
the sale of oil, has led to the country’s transformation
from a low-income country (LIC) to a newly emerging
economy (NEE).

According to the World Bank Nigeria had the 31st
largest GDP in 2018. It is the world’s 21st largest
economy and has experienced recent rapid growth.
According to the United Nations, it has the 7th largest

population in the world. Nigeria is the 13th largest producer of oil according to the US Energy Information
Administration.

Lagos, Nigeria’s largest city, is a thriving ‘world city’, with a strong financial and economic base.

Nigeria has the second-largest film industry in the world, ahead of the United States and behind India.
Nigerian cinema is known as “Nollywood”.

Nigeria plays an important role in United Nations peacekeeping. According to the United Nations “Since
the 1960s, Nigeria has been a major contributor of troops and police to United Nations peace operations,
having served in dozens of missions. Most recently, Nigerian troops were the military backbone of the UN
Mission in Liberia (UNMIL).

Nigeria has the fastest growing economy in Africa and the highest GNP on the continent. Nigeria has the
largest population on the continent and the third-largest manufacturing sector. The country also has the
largest agricultural output and the highest number of cattle.
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Nigeria has a rich culture. Nigerian music is enjoyed throughout Africa. It is also a hub for literature
boasting a range of popular writers. One of the main founders of the Organization of African Unity (now
the African Union or AU) was the president of Nigeria in 1963.

History

Nigeria, country located on the western coast of Africa. Nigeria has a diverse geography, with climates
ranging from arid to humid equatorial. However, Nigeria’s most diverse feature is its people. Hundreds of
languages are spoken in the country, including Yoruba, Igbo, Fula, Hausa, Edo, Ibibio, Tiv, and English.
The country has abundant natural resources, notably large deposits of petroleum and natural gas.

The national capital is Abuja, in the Federal Capital Territory, which was created by decree in 1976. Lagos,
the former capital, retains its standing as the country’s leading commercial and industrial city.

Modern Nigeria dates from 1914, when the British Protectorates of Northern and Southern Nigeria were
joined. The country became independent on October 1, 1960, and in 1963 adopted a republican
constitution but elected to stay a member of the Commonwealth.

Country governance

In countries with complex domestic situations, citizens have little opportunity to exercise influence on
governance and policy. Leiden academics research these situations and share their insights with the public,
such as in Nigeria for instance. This enables the people and their communities to improve their
circumstances.

The people of Nigeria are faced with a complicated conflict-ridden domestic situation. There are tensions
between Islamic and Christian groups, and violence erupts from time to time. In addition, in terms of the
administration of the country, there are two ‘worlds’ that are at odds with each other with regard to the
administration of the country: on the one hand, the traditional and religious leaders have an important role
for the population, but on the other hand the young democratic government is trying to run the country.

Added to this is the social tension caused by the economy, particularly now the low oil price is having such
a drastic effect on economic growth. Many people are migrating to the cities in search of training and work.
However, this flow of migration has led to increasing calls from the ‘indigenes’ for protection from the
‘non-indigenes’.

Current political environment

Nigeria is a multi-ethnic and culturally diverse federation which consists of 36 autonomous states and the
Federal Capital Territory. The political landscape is partly dominated by the ruling All Progressives
Congress party (APC) which holds 217 out of 360 seats at the National Assembly; 64 out of 109 seats in the
Senate; and 19 out of 36 State Governors.

The current administration secured a second term at the 2019 presidential elections, while the results were
contested by the main opposition party the People’s Democratic Party (PDP). Since 2011, the Nigerian
security landscape has been consistently shaped by the war against Boko Haram terrorist group in the
northern states. This adds to a lasting crisis in the oil-rich Niger Delta, where several non-state armed
groups attack oil companies and state-owned pipelines.

https://www.britannica.com/topic/nation-state
https://www.britannica.com/place/Africa
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/diverse
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Yoruba
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Igbo
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Hausa
https://www.britannica.com/place/Edo-state-Nigeria
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Ibibio
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Tiv
https://www.britannica.com/science/natural-gas
https://www.britannica.com/place/Abuja-national-capital-Nigeria
https://www.britannica.com/place/Abuja-federal-capital-territory-Nigeria
https://www.britannica.com/place/Lagos-Nigeria
https://www.britannica.com/place/Oil-Rivers
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Commonwealth-association-of-states
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Political context

Nigeria is a multi-ethnic and culturally diverse federation which consists of 36 autonomous states and the
Federal Capital Territory. The political landscape is partly dominated by the ruling APC, which holds 217
out of 360 seats at the National Assembly; 64 out of 109 seats in the Senate; and 19 out of 36 State
Governors.

Muhammadu Buhari secured a second term at the 2019 presidential elections, while the results were
contested by the main opposition party the PDP. Since 2011, the Nigerian security landscape has been
consistently shaped by the war against Boko Haram terrorist group in the northern states. This adds to a
lasting crisis in the oil-rich Niger Delta, where several non-state armed groups attack oil companies and
state-owned pipelines.

International relations

Nigeria is an important actor on the African and global stage. Its foreign practitioners and analysts often
define Nigerian interests as operating within four concentric circles. The innermost circle represents Nigeria
and its immediate neighbors; the second circle revolves around Nigeria’s relations with its west African
neighbors; the third circle focuses on continental African issues; and the fourth circle involves Nigeria’s
relations with entities outside Africa. The degree to which Nigeria may influence the four circles is a matter
of debate—the fact that it does is not. It is an active participant in the United Nations and in global
international affairs. Nigerian leaders often state their ambitions to play a larger role on the international
scene. It helped found the two principal organizations of African states, the African Union (AU) and the
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS). It remains willing and able to use its military
regionally and, to some degree, outside the region. It has been a major contributor of forces to security
operations on the continent and has also long been the largest African contributor to United Nations
peacekeeping operations in Africa and beyond. Nigeria has become an important partner for the United
States as well. These developments have generated and animated a vigorous international relations
literature on a global scale. Nigeria itself has created high-quality research universities and think tanks since
independence. Nevertheless, strong debate continues over how to apply international relations theories and
even whether or not the case of Nigeria challenges the applicability or even the validity of these theories.
The formation of Nigerian foreign policy and, even its nature, are also subjects of vigorous research and
even controversy. This has led to a controversy as whether or not so-called traditional international relations
theory (and, in particular, neorealism) applies to Nigeria. Given the volume of material generated, this short
article, even with a narrow focus on Nigeria and international relations, cannot attempt to be complete. It
will attempt to list some of the more useful and frequently cited generally available work (which also means
that it will cite almost exclusively English-language material) on Nigeria and international relations with a
strong bias for Nigerian voices. The article will include works from the last few decades of post-
independence Nigeria to give the reader a sense of intellectual continuity and change. The article will also
focus on international relations commentaries and analyses rather than raw data.

Economic overview

Nigeria is highly vulnerable to the global economic disruption caused by COVID-19, particularly due to the
pronounced decline in oil prices and spikes in risk aversion in global capital markets. Nationally, 40 percent
of Nigerians (83 million people) live below the poverty line, while another 25 percent (53 million) are
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vulnerable. With COVID-19, many of these 53 million vulnerable people could fall into poverty. The
magnitude of the health impact depends on the duration and the domestic spread of the outbreak, while
the economic impact hinges on oil prices. Oil accounts for over 80 percent of exports, a third of banking
sector credit, and half of government revenues. Oil prices also affect growth in non-oil industries and
services, with additional pressures arising from foreign portfolio investors’ reassessment of risks and
domestic liquidity management.

The macroeconomic situation is more challenging now than in 2015-2016, when oil prices fell sharply and
Nigeria experienced its first recession in 25 years. In the current situation, Nigeria has fewer buffers and
policy instruments to cushion adverse effects. The Excess Crude Account is depleted, external reserves are
highly reliant on short-term flows, and policy uncertainty affects investor confidence. Before the 2016
recession, Nigeria’s economy was growing fast at 6.3%. By contrast, before COVID-19 struck, the economy
was growing at 2.2%. Inflation was in single digits in 2014, compared to about 12% in 2019. The general
government fiscal deficit was 4.4% of GDP in 2019, compared to 1.8% in 2014.

Unemployment and underemployment are expected to increase, affecting poor households and increasing
the share of the population vulnerable to falling into poverty. Only agriculture is expected to positively
contribute to growth in 2020.

Development Challenges

While Nigeria has made some progress in socio-economic terms in recent years, its human capital
development remains weak due to under-investment. It ranked 152 of 157 countries in the World Bank’s
2018 Human Capital Index. The country continues to face massive developmental challenges, including the
need to reduce the dependency on oil and diversify the economy, address insufficient infrastructure, build
strong and effective institutions, as well as address governance issues and public financial management
systems. These pre-existing structural challenges have left the Nigerian economy especially vulnerable to the
COVID-19 outbreak and its consequences.

Inequality, in terms of income and opportunities, remains high and has adversely affected poverty reduction.
The lack of job opportunities is at the core of the high poverty levels, regional inequality, and social and
political unrest. Without the COVID-19 shock (the counterfactual scenario), about 2 million Nigerians
were expected to fall into poverty in 2020 as population growth outpaces economic growth. With COVID-
19, the recession is likely to push an additional 5 million Nigerians into poverty in 2020, bringing the total
newly poor to 7 million this year.
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PPP IN NIGERIA

Nigeria’s communications sector is primarily regulated by the Nigerian Communications Act (NCA) and

the Wireless Telegraphy Act (WTA). The NCA established the Nigerian Communications Commission

(NCC), which is charged with the responsibility of regulating the communications sector. The Minister of

Communications and Digital Economy (the Minister) under the NCA is responsible for the formulation,

determination and monitoring of the general policy for the communications sector with a view to ensuring,

among other things, the utilisation of the sector as a platform for the economic and social development of

Nigeria, the negotiation and execution of international communications treaties and agreements, on behalf

of Nigeria, between sovereign countries and international organisations and bodies, and the representation

of Nigeria, in conjunction with the NCC, at proceedings of international organisations and on matters

relating to communications. Under the NCA, the NCC is authorised to make and publish regulations and

guidelines to give effect to the full provisions of the NCA, among other things.

The WTA sets out the framework for regulating the use of wireless telegraphy in Nigeria.

The other legislations that may apply to the development of the Satellite Broadband Penetration project are:

• Infrastructure Concession Regulatory Commission (Establishment, Etc.) Act. 33 of 2005;

• The Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007; and

Policy Framework

The Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025 is the primary policy document articulating the

government’s priorities and policy thrust. This policy document replaced the Nigerian National Broadband

Plan 2013 – 2018, which currently lags behind the aspiration of the country as the developed world

marches towards widespread deployment of 5G technologies, while the country is yet to achieve significant

4G coverage and adoption.

The Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025

In October 2019, The FGN expanded the mandate of the Ministry of Communications to address the

development of the Nigerian Digital Economy in line with the Economic Recovery and Growth Plan

(ERGP) with a focus on accelerating growth and social inclusion.

Digital technology offers Nigeria the opportunity to grow and diversify its economy from the

overdependence on oil & gas export proceeds. With a teeming population estimated at 203 million

according to the United Nations (UN), where over half of the population is under 25 years of age, the

https://ncc.gov.ng/documents/128-nigerian-communications-act-2003/file
https://www.ncc.gov.ng/documents/435-wireless-telegraphy-act/file
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country is faced with the tremendous challenge to put this largely unemployed and underemployed

population to work.

In recognition of the tremendous economic growth opportunities afforded by the deployment of

broadband technologies, Nigeria established its first broadband plan in 2013 for a period of five years. The

plan set out to achieve broadband access, defined as minimum download speeds of 1.5Mbps with at least

30% coverage, and an objective of achieving 3G coverage to at least 80% of the population. It was

recognised that rapid roll-out of broadband services will address various socio-economic challenges faced by

the country, including the need to grow its economy, create jobs, rapidly expand the tax base, and improve

digital literacy and educational standards. This will also address identity management and security

challenges through the effective use of technology, increase financial inclusion and deliver a broad range of

services to its people to improve the quality of life and work towards attainment of Social Development

Goals set by the UN for 2030.

However, given the current state of technology, development and applications of broadband technology,

the 30% penetration achievement in the Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2013 – 2018 lags the

aspiration of the country as the developed world marches towards widespread deployment of 5G

technologies, while the country is yet to achieve significant 4G coverage and adoption.

In view of the above, the National Digital Economy Policy and Strategy was developed. Based on this

strategy, the Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025 has been developed and approved for

implementation. The new Broadband Plan is designed to deliver data download speeds across Nigeria of a

minimum 25Mbps in urban areas, and 10Mbps in rural areas, with effective coverage available to at least

90% of the population by 2025 at a price not more than N390 per 1GB of data (i.e., 2% of median income

or 1% of minimum wage).

Legal and Regulatory Environment

Nigeria’s communications sector is primarily regulated by the NCA and the WTA. The NCA established

the NCC, which is charged with the responsibility of regulating the communications sector. The Minister

of Communications and Digital Economy (the Minister) under the NCA is responsible for the formulation,

determination and monitoring of the general policy for the communications sector with a view to ensuring,

among other things, the utilisation of the sector as a platform for the economic and social development of

Nigeria, the negotiation and execution of international communications treaties and agreements, on behalf

of Nigeria, between sovereign countries and international organisations and bodies, and the representation

of Nigeria, in conjunction with the NCC, at proceedings of international organisations and on matters
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relating to communications. Under the NCA, the NCC is authorised to make and publish regulations and

guidelines to give effect to the full provisions of the NCA, among other things.

The WTA sets out the framework for regulating the use of wireless telegraphy in Nigeria.

The other legislations that may apply to the development of the project through a PPP arrangement are:

• Infrastructure Concession Regulatory Commission (Establishment, Etc.) Act. 33 of 2005The Fiscal

Responsibility Act 2007;

• The Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007;

• The Public Procurement Act 2007

There are also guidelines such as (a) Framework and Guidelines for the Use of Social Media Platforms in

Public Institutions that provides guidance on the use of social media within a

public communications environment, issued by the National Information Technology Development Agency

(NITDA); and (b) The Guidelines on Nigerian Content in ICT issued by NITDA.

Regulation of Environmental Protection Standards

The NCC is a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal, capable of suing and being

sued in its corporate name. It is conferred with the power to do all such things that are necessary for or

incidental to the carrying out of its functions and duties under the law. The commission has the function of:

 Proposing, adopting publishing, and enforcing technical specifications and standards for the

importation and use of communications equipment in Nigeria and for connecting and

interconnecting communications equipment and systems;

 The formulation and management of Nigeria’s inputs into the setting of international technical

standards for communications services and equipment;

 Carrying out type approval tests on communications equipment and issuing certificates therefor on

the basis of technical specifications and standards prescribed from time to time by the commission.

NCC Guidelines
Consistent with Section 70 Subsection 2 of the Nigerian Communications Act 2003 (NCA 2003), the

Commission is empowered to make and publish guidelines on all matters as are deemed necessary to give

full effect to the provisions and administration of the NCA 2003,

The following are the legal guidelines issued by the Commission, in line with the NCA 2003;

 Guidelines for Deployment of Broadband Services on the 5.2-5.9GHz Band | Size: 77.99 KB
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 Guidelines for Deployment of 2.4GHz ISM Band (WiFi) for Commercial Telecom

Services | Size: 22.06 KB

 Guidelines for Dispute Resolution | Size: 69.24 KB

o Appendix - Arbitration Scheme | Size: 66.39 KB

o Appendix - Panel of Neutrals | Size: 10.85 KB

 Guidelines for International Access and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) | Size: 15.92 KB

 Guidelines for the Installation of Telecommunications Masts and Towers | Size: 102.16 KB

o Appendix - Technical Specifications | Size: 7.22 MB

 Guidelines for the Provision of Internet Service | Size: 23.78 KB

 Guidelines on Advertisements & Promotions | Size: 40.8 KB

 Guidelines on Collocation and Infrastructure Sharing | Size: 41.53 KB

 Guidelines on Commercial Satellite Communications | Size: 233.02 KB

o Appendix - Earth Station Application Form | Size: 58.15 KB

o Appendix - Space Station Application Form | Size: 57.76 KB

o Appendix - Satellite Services Deployment Reporting Template | Size: 16.11 KB

 Guidelines on Consultations | Size: 37.14 KB

 Guidelines on Procedure for Granting Approval to Disconnect Telecommunications

Operators | Size: 306.13 KB

 Guidelines on Shortcode Operation in Nigeria | Size: 267.52 KB

 Guidelines on SIM Replacement | Size: 202.29 KB

 Guidelines on Technical Standards for Interconnectivity of Networks | Size: 124.92 KB

 Guidelines on The Use of Short-Range Devices | Size: 467.9 KB

 Guidelines on Type Approval | Size: 1.11 MB

 Guidelines for External Line Plants using Copper Cables | Size: 693.55 KB

 Guidelines on Spectrum Trading | Size: 131.88 KB

o Appendix - Spectrum Trading Application Form | Size: 213.49 KB

Drafts

The following are drafts of guidelines under consideration;

 Addendum to the Draft Guidelines on Use of Television Whitespace (TVWS) in

Nigeria | Size: 439.93 KB

https://www.ncc.gov.ng/docman-main/legal-regulatory/guidelines/825-guidelines-on-commercial-satellite-communications-2018-reporting-template/file
https://www.ncc.gov.ng/docman-main/legal-regulatory/guidelines/66-guidelines-on-technical-standards-for-interconnectivity-of-networks/file
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 Draft - Active Infrastructure Sharing Business Rules | Size: 1.08 MB

 Draft - Collocation and Active Infrastructure Sharing Guidelines | Size: 835.12 KB

 Draft - Guidelines on Disaster Recovery | Size: 984.41 KB

 Draft - Guidelines on National Roaming in Nigeria | Size: 3.07 MB

 Draft - Guidelines On The Use Of Television White Spaces, 2019 | Size: 606.44 KB

 Draft - Guidelines for Complaint Adjudication | Size: 20.05 KB

Tariff Policy & Structure

The project will be developed in three phases. The first phase of the project will major public sector entities

and institutional consumers of broadband in Nigerian including identity management, defense and

homeland security, agriculture, transportation and road safety, emergency services, governance and e-

Government services, and so on. Upon the successful deployment of the business model in these pilot

centers, it will make good business sense to deploy the model to cover those public services of such as e-

Learning and Tele-Medicine and connecting and delivering ICT infrastructure to remote teaching hospitals,

schools, public libraries, teaching centers, clinics, care centers, and so on. The third phase will involve a roll-

out of the broadband solution at highly subsided price to cover the rural and grossly unserved segment of

the society. Financial penetration and e-learning will benefit most from this phase of the roll-out.

Depending on the intensity of use and the level of affordability envisaged, each category of customers may

attract differentiated user charges.

With regards to setting the User Charges, the NASRDA took the following factors into consideration:

(a) Cost Recovery- Cost recovery is the main purpose of user charges. It requires that, on aggregate, user

charges recovered from consumers should produce revenue equal to the financial cost of the service.

Moreover, the revenue stream should be relatively stable and should not cause cash flow or financing

difficulties for the O&M Service Providers.

(b) Economic Efficiency- Economic efficiency can be achieved by setting user charges equal to their

relevant marginal costs.

(c) Equity- Equity can be achieved when user charges treat similar customers equally, and that customers in

different situations are not treated the same. This means that users pay charges for services, which are

capable of paying and commensurate to the service received.

(d) Affordability-While the basic objective of user charges is to recover service costs, the charges levied

should be affordable to the users.
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(e) Acceptability-User charges have an inescapable political dimension. A successful user charge is one that

is free from public criticism and not objectionable to political leaders.

(f) Simplicity, feasibility, and transparency-User charges should be simple and easy to understand for

both users and Private Sector operator in order to avoid anomalies and disputes. Finally, there should

be transparency in every aspect regarding the fixing, revision and implementation of user charges.

Public disclosure is a key for ensuring transparency; the users should be provided with full information.

Discounted Service Fees

Given the fact this project is not a typical commercial "for profit" ISP but actually a PPP partnership

between NASRDA and private entities, one of the major goals of this project is to incorporate a different

approach (rather than a profit-centric one), such that will introduce further discounted service fees with the

major aim of enhancing the broadband connectivity in Nigeria for sake of improving digital economy and

quality of lives of its people, especially the underprivileged communities.

Environmental Protection

By virtue of the Environmental Impact Assessment Act, No. 86 1992, an environmental impact study is

mandatory for projects covered by the Schedule of Mandatory Study Activities of the Act. The list covers

activities such as agriculture, fisheries, mining and quarrying (both solid and petroleum) construction (such

as airport, housing, ports, drainage and Irrigation). Others are land reclamation, forestry, and industry. The

schedule also covers activities such as power generation and transmission, railways, transportation, resort

and recreational development, waste treatment and disposal, and water supply. As the deployment of

Satellite Broadband Penetration in the Telecoms sector in Nigeria fall within the Schedule of Mandatory

Study Activities. NASRDA, has commenced the process of securing a provisional EIA certificate from the

Federal Ministry of Environment (FMEnv). In addition, the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM),

should hold relevant certificate of the international environmental standard and local Nigerian one to

comply with the environmental aspects (such as of Development, Manufacturing, Sales, Installation and

Servicing and any other may be relevant )of its satellite communications systems.

Government Enablers

Investment incentives in Nigeria

The federal government of Nigeria has developed a package of incentives for investments in various sectors

of the economy, including telecommunication/ICT infrastructure. These incentives are designed to:
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 Create an enabling environment that is conducive to the growth and development of industries;

 Encourage the inflow of foreign direct investment (FDI);

 Shield existing investments from unfair competition; and

 Stimulate the expansion of domestic investment in infrastructure.

Additionally, the Nigerian Investment Promotion Council (NIPC) has been strengthened to enable it serve

as a one-stop office for clearing all the requirements for investment in the country. Some of the enablers

including:

 A new visa policy to enable genuine foreign investors to procure entry visa to Nigeria within

48hours.

 Replacement of existing "expatriate quota" requirement for foreign nationals working in Nigeria is

in the process of being replaced with "work permit" administered by the NIPC.

 Pioneer status: A concession to pioneer companies located in economically disadvantaged areas,

providing a tax holiday period of five to seven years. These industries must be considered by the

government, to be beneficial to the country's economy and in the interest of the public.

Companies that are involved in local raw material development; local value added; labour intensive

processing; export-oriented activities; in-plant training; are also qualified for additional concessions.

 Tax relief for research and development (R&D): Up to 120% of expenses on R&D are tax

deductible provided that such R&D activities are carried out in Nigeria and are connected with

businesses to which allowances are granted. The result of such research could be patented and

protected in accordance with internationally accepted industrial property rights.

 Local raw materials utilization: 30% tax concession for five years to industries that attain

minimum local raw materials utilization as follows: agro 80% - agro allied 70% - engineering 65% -

chemical 60% - petro-chemical 70%.

 Labour intensive mode of production: 15% tax concession for five years. The rate is graduated in

such a way that an industry employing one thousand persons or more will enjoy 15% tax

concession while an industry employing one hundred will enjoy only 6%, while those employing

two hundred will enjoy 7%, and so on.

 Local value added: 10% tax concession for five years. This applies essentially to engineering

industries, while some finished imported products serve as inputs. This is aimed at encouraging

local fabrication rather than the mere assembly of completely knocked down parts.
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 In-plant training: 2% tax concession for five years, of the cost of the facilities for training.

 Infrastructure: 20% of the cost of providing basic infrastructures such as roads, water, electricity,

where they do not exist, is tax deductible once and for all.

 Abolition of excise duty: All excise duties were abolished with effect from the 1st of January, 1999.

 Import duty rebate: A 25% import duty rebate was introduced in 1995 to ameliorate the adverse

effect of inflation and to ensure increase in capacity utilization in the manufacturing sector.

Investors are however, advised to ascertain the current operative figures at the time of making an

investment, because these concessions have undergone some amendments in the past few years.

 Re-investment allowance: This incentive is given to manufacturing companies that incur capital

expenditure for purposes of approved expansion of production capacity; modernization of

production facilities; diversification into related products. It is aimed at encouraging reinvestment

of profits.

 Investment tax allowance: Under this scheme, a company would enjoy generous tax allowance in

respect of qualifying capital expenditure incurred within five years from the date of the approval of

the project.

 Investment guarantees/effective protection: Transferability of funds section 24 of NIPC decree

provides that a foreign investor in an enterprise will be guaranteed unconditional transferability of

funds through an authorized dealer in freely convertible currency of:

- Dividends or profit (net of taxes) attributable to the investment;

- Payments in respect of loan servicing where a foreign loan has been obtained;

- Remittance of proceeds (net of all taxes) and other obligations in the event of a sale or

liquidation of the enterprise or

- Any interest attributable to the investment.

- Guarantees against expropriation

 Nationalization: By the provision of section 25 of the same NIPC Decree, no enterprise will be

nationalized or expropriated by any government of the federation, unless the acquisition is in the

national interest or for public purpose; and no person who owns either wholly or in part, the

capital of any enterprise will be compelled by law to surrender his interest in the capital to any

other person. These can only be done under a law that makes provision for:
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- Payments of fair and adequate compensation; and

- Right of access to the courts for the determination of the investor's interest or right and the

amount of compensation to which he is entitled.

In addition to all these safeguards, the Nigerian government is prepared to enter into Investment

Promotion and Protection Agreement (IPPA)7 with foreign enterprises wishing to invest in Nigeria.

Tax Regime

The applicable tax on the activities of the Private Sector operator should be the tax laws of the countries in

which they are operating.

Policy Framework

The Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025 is the primary policy document articulating the

government’s priorities and policy thrust. This policy document replaced the Nigerian National Broadband

Plan 2013 – 2018, which currently lags behind the aspiration of the country as the developed world

marches towards widespread deployment of 5G technologies, while the country is yet to achieve significant

4G coverage and adoption.

The Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025

In October 2019, The FGN expanded the mandate of the Ministry of Communications to address the

development of the Nigerian Digital Economy in line with the ERGP with a focus on accelerating growth

and social inclusion.

Digital technology offers Nigeria the opportunity to grow and diversify its economy from the

overdependence on oil & gas export proceeds. With a teeming population estimated at 203 million

according to the United Nations (UN), where over half of the population is under 25 years of age, the

country is faced with the tremendous challenge to put this largely unemployed and underemployed

population to work.

In recognition of the tremendous economic growth opportunities afforded by the deployment of

broadband technologies, Nigeria established its first broadband plan in 2013 for a period of five years. The

plan set out to achieve broadband access, defined as minimum download speeds of 1.5Mbps with at least

30% coverage, and an objective of achieving 3G coverage to at least 80% of the population. It was

recognised that rapid roll-out of broadband services will address various socio-economic challenges faced by

the country, including the need to grow its economy, create jobs, rapidly expand the tax base, and improve

7 An IPPA seeks reciprocal promotion and protection of investments by individuals and companies in the territories of participating
States. An IPPA provides the baseline minimum protection for foreign investments
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digital literacy and educational standards. This will also address identity management and security

challenges through the effective use of technology, increase financial inclusion and deliver a broad range of

services to its people to improve the quality of life and work towards attainment of Social Development

Goals set by the UN for 2030.

However, given the current state of technology, development and applications of broadband technology,

the 30% penetration achievement in the Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2013 – 2018 lags the

aspiration of the country as the developed world marches towards widespread deployment of 5G

technologies, while the country is yet to achieve significant 4G coverage and adoption.

In view of the above, the National Digital Economy Policy and Strategy was developed. Based on this

strategy, the Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2020 – 2025 has been developed and approved for

implementation. The new Broadband Plan is designed to deliver data download speeds across Nigeria of a

minimum 25Mbps in urban areas, and 10Mbps in rural areas, with effective coverage available to at least

90% of the population by 2025 at a price not more than N390 per 1GB of data (i.e., 2% of median income

or 1% of minimum wage).
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THE TELECOM SECTOR IN NIGERIA

Overview of the telecommunications sector

According to the Digital 2020 Global Overview Report, digital, mobile, and social media have become a
part of everyday life for people all over the world, including in Nigeria. According to the report, of the total
population of 203.6 million, 169.2 million Nigerians or 83% have mobile phone connections. This
represents an 83% penetration of the people. Furthermore, about 85.49 million Nigerians have internet
access, representing about 42% of Nigeria’s population of approximately 203.6 million people, although,
only 27 million of are actively connected to the social media.

Digital technology offers Nigeria the opportunity to grow and diversify its economy from the
overdependence on oil and gas export proceeds. Empirical studies undertaken in 2019 indicate that
considerable economic growth opportunities are afforded by the deployment of broadband technologies.
According to the 2019 study, every 10% increase in broadband penetration results in between 2.6% to
3.8% growth in GDP.8 Thus, broadband not only supports the development of the digital economy but also
focuses on growing the National Digital Economy. The growth of the National Digital Economy will, no
doubt, improve and diversify the nation’s traditional economy.

In recognition of the tremendous economic growth opportunities afforded by the deployment of
broadband technologies, Nigeria established its first broadband plan in 2013 for a period of five years. The
plan, which set out to achieve broadband access, defined as minimum download speeds of 1.5Mbps with at
least 30% coverage, and an objective of achieving 3G coverage to at least 80% of the population. The Plan
recognized that rapid roll-out of broadband services will help to address some of the various socio-economic
challenges faced by the country, including the need to grow its economy, create jobs, rapidly expand the tax
base, and improve digital literacy and educational standards. It will also address identity management and
security challenges through the effective use of technology, increase financial inclusion and deliver a broad
range of services to its people to improve the quality of life and work towards attainment of Social
Development Goals set by the UN for 2030.

However, given the current state of technology, development and applications of broadband technology,
the 30% penetration achievement in the Nigerian National Broadband Plan 2013 – 2018 lags the
aspiration of the country as the developed world marches towards widespread deployment of 5G
technologies, while the country is yet to achieve significant 4G coverage and adoption.

Telecommunication Market in Nigeria

Sectorial Review

In the decade between 2010 and 2019, the global telecommunications industry grew rapidly, powering the
global digital economy, improving connectivity, and driving globalization. More recently, data from the
Global System for Mobile Communications Association (GSMA) revealed that the industry GDP grew at a
5- year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.5% to $4.1tn in 2019. In 2019, the industry accounted

8 Alam, T.F., Sultana, N. & Rayhan, M.I. Structural equation modeling: an application of broadband penetration and GDP growth in Asia. Economic
Structures 8, 17 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1186/s40008-019-0148-0
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Figure 9: Subscriber/Tele density in Nigeria 2020

for 4.7% of global GDP relative to 4.2% recorded in 2015. The rapid explosion of the digital economy has
led to even greater competition and shifting customer needs, with operators having to expand their service
portfolios and sustaining capital expenditure for facility and network upgrades to boost capacity and meet
demand.

Since 2010, mobile operators globally have invested over $1.5tn to deploy mobile and fixed broadband
networks. However, investment is slowing as CAPEX grew at a CAGR of 0.4% between 2017 and 2019,
compared to 3.3% CAGR between 2014 and 2016. Relative to industry GDP, CAPEX has averaged a
CAGR of 5.0% between 2014 and 2019. With the need to invest in 5G infrastructure, which is critical to
the digital economy in the future, operators would need to increase investment to unlock its transformative
potentials. This is even more important as mobile operators have been exploring alternate sources of
revenue lately given the need to monetize data as the share of voice revenue has been falling. Given this
backdrop, some of the key trends that would shape the telecoms industry include:

(a) The development and adoption of 5G network;

(b) Rise of Internet of Things (IoT) ;

(c) Evolution of the content ecosystem; and

(d) The transformative power of artificial intelligence (AI).

Nigerian Telecommunication Sector

In Nigeria, growth has been explosive at a
CAGR of 31.8% between 2000 and 2019,
driven by reforms that liberalized the
sector and attracted foreign and domestic
investment. From a negligible 0.1%
contribution to GDP in 1999, the
contribution to GDP rose by over 200.0
times, from ₦26.3bn to ₦7.4tn.
Interestingly, the sector has been the
fastest growing at a normalized average
(excluding 2000 and 2001) of 34.9%
between 2000 and 2010 before
moderating to an average growth of 4.6%
from 2011 to 2019. The sector has also been one of the most resilient, with growth averaging 6.9% between
2017 and 2019 while the country was in 2016 recession. Presently, the sector has over 200 million
subscribers, with total subscribers rising from 2.3m in 2002 to 184.7m in 2019, this reflecting an 18-year
CAGR of c.27.7%. Likewise, the penetration rate measured by tele-density (measures the number of
telephone lines for every 100 individuals in an area) increased from 1.9% in 2002 to 96.8% in 2019, with
usage of telecoms services predominantly mobile-based.

The boom in the sector has also been driven by massive investment, which has supported the deployment
of network infrastructure across Nigeria while intense competition has led to the affordability of services.
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The telecoms market is mainly oligopolistic, dominated by four players (MTNN, AIRTEL, GLOBACOM
and 9MOBILE). As at 2019, MTNN is the market leader ranking highest with a share of 37.2% and 42.9%
of the total voice and data subscribers while GLOBACOM trailed, accounting for 28.0% and 22.9%
respectively. Similarly, Airtel Africa accounts for 27.2% and 27.4% of the total voice and data subscribers
with 9MOBILE having the least at 7.4% and 6.4% respectively. The prospects of new entry into the
industry remain limited given economies of scale and the high capacity for huge capital expenditure,
research and advertising spend.

Current Market Situation

In 2013, Nigeria developed its first National Broadband plan to cover the 5-year period through 2018. At
the inception of the plan, internet penetration and broadband services were enjoying a period of fast
growth coming off the issuance of 3G licenses in 2007, and the landing of several submarine cables in
Nigeria between 2010 and 2013 (MainOne, Glo1 and WACS).

The plan established the objective of achieving a five-fold increase in broadband penetration from the 6%
rate in 2012 with download speeds specified at a minimum of 1.5 Mbps. Current broadband penetration
rates of 37.8% indicate the objective was achieved as measured in terms of 3G and 4G connections divided
by total population. Mobile broadband connections account for approximately 99.8% of the broadband
base while fixed connections are at 0.2%.

Effective user rates for broadband penetration
are less than the stated 37.8% which is
impacted by factors including the large
number of subscribers with multiple SIM
cards. In terms of actual connected users,
GSMA Intelligence data based on a Q4 2019
survey of a representative sample of the
population, suggests that Nigeria’s unique
mobile Internet penetration (3G and above)
stands at 32% or 65 Million individual users
against a total mobile internet subscription
base of 125 Million.
While broadband penetration has increased in
Nigeria with the deployment of 3G and 4G
coverage, the results achieved in terms of end

user adoption has not matched expectations due to a variety of reasons, according to GSMA, including
access to and affordability of smartphone devices, quality of service and speed, access to such services
beyond major urban areas, access limitations for public institutions i.e. schools, hospitals and MDAs,
limited availability or relevant content and E-government services online, among others.

Supply of Wireless Broadband Services

The growth of Nigeria’s internet penetration in Nigeria, which was mostly aimed to depend on the fibre
optics connection has been slow. This is due largely to the fact that fibre network is plagued with a lot of

Figure 10: Internet Penetration
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infrastructural and regulatory challenges. The current broadband penetration rates of 37.8% (both mobile
and fixed broadband) seem to indicate that the objective of achieving a broadband penetration of 30% (as
was stipulated in the now defunct Nigeria’s 2013-2018 National Broadband Plan) was achieved, when
measure in terms of 3G and 4G connections divided by the total population. In reality, mobile broadband
connections account for approximately 99.8% of the broadband base 37.8% penetration while fixed
connections are at 0.2%.

There is no doubt that fibre-optics is regarded as the preferred broadband solution for Nigeria as was
enshrined in the Broadband Plan 2020-2025, any technology it's not perfect. Even fibre is subject to cuts,
building fires and floods, earthquakes, and most importantly the failure of the electronic equipment that
drives it. And there are alternatives, fixed wireless broadband being the main one.

Some of the constraints of widespread deployment of fibre-optics networks in Nigeria are Upfront Cost and
installation lead time. In a lot of cases, the cost to deploy fibre is often very expensive. The dominant
portions of the costs are not the fibre cable itself, or the electronics, but rather the cost of physically laying
the fibre as well as obtaining approvals for the works, particularly if space in Telstra's ducts is not available.
In addition to the upfront costs, there is the long lead time to install fibre networks. A fibre deployment
can take anywhere from 6 weeks to 6 months to 'light up' once it has been ordered which can mean costly
delays, and this is currently available only in the major cities where the rural areas will take longer. For these
and other reasons, terrestrial fiber is still largely deficient and is the leading cause of low broadband
penetration within Nigeria.

However, satellite broadband services everywhere and at any time that leverages on Satellite and Ground
Earth Station (GES) infrastructure provides an opportunity to leapfrog these constraints. Satellite
broadband services is able to provide connectivity to businesses across areas with limited or no
fiber/microwave coverage through VSAT dishes. Satellite broadband services combine the advantages of
reliability, rapid deployment and ease of relocation, scalability with the fact that Fixed Wireless Broadband
is non-Terrestrial to create a distinct advantage of fiber-optics networks for a country like Nigeria with poor
infrastructure. Besides, satellite broadband services and its superior bandwidth availability, as well as low-
cost installation charges, make it an excellent alternative to fibre for businesses requiring high speed
internet.

Thirty-nine (39) Internet Service Providers (ISPs) of the over 50 registered ISPs in Nigeria account for
293,787 connected subscribers, according to statistics by the Nigerian Communications Commission
(NCC). TechEconomy.ng Intelligence Unit gathered that the total number of active subscribers by ISPs are
167,091 of connected subscribers as at August 2020 with the 39 ISPs having a total of 1,288 Points-of-
Presence (PoP). An ISP typically serves as the access point or the gateway that provides a user, access to
everything available on the Internet.

TechEconomy.ng observed the top 10 ISPs with regards to the number of subscribers per each individual
internet service provider from the latest reporting of NCC. Other top providers include Spectranet, Tizeti,
IPNX, Cobranet Limited, and VDT Communications. There are also Vodacom, Hyperia, MainOne, ICSL
and Excelsimo Networks. These providers use various technologies such as mobile, fiber and satellite.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_service_provider
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Internet Affordability

According to data from the 2018 edition of the Inclusive Internet Index by The Economist Intelligence
Unit (EIU), Nigeria (2018) ranked number one in Internet affordability in Africa and 17th globally.9 This
ranking is based on the percentage of minimum wage committed to the cost of bandwidth in a month. On
the average, 3.7% of the minimum wage of Nigerians is used to purchase internet bandwidth in Nigeria.

However, on the overall ranking for inclusive internet, Nigeria is 4th in Africa with South Africa, Morocco,
and Egypt topping the continent’s list in that order.

The cost of data in the top four countries on the EIU’s index.

 A gigabyte goes for $1.09 from Morocco’s Maroc Telecom — just 0.33% of the country’s minimum
wage of $326.

 Vodafone Egypt sells 1GB for $1.13 — 1.66% of Egypt’s minimum wage of $68.

 Airtel Nigeria sells 1GB for $1.85 — 3.7% of the minimum wage at $50.

 MTN South Africa has 1GB for $5.83, which is 1.79% of South Africa’s minimum wage of $326.

Of the four countries, Nigeria has the most expensive Internet access compared to minimum wage, and for
the other three countries, the cost of 1GB is less than 2% of their minimum wage. That same year, the
Nigeria ranked 6th in a survey on the cost of broadband per gigabyte in selected African countries. It is
needed to note that MTN Mobile Access in Nigeria, as well as the other Mobile ISPs, is still unavailable in
many parts of the country, mainly in rural areas. This issue has more depth to it due to the fact that the
required high capital investment for such infrastructure is not sufficiently economically viable in these areas,
so new creative solutions need to be employed in order to connect the underprivileged.

Challenges to Broadband Penetration

A number of leading companies, such as Main One, Glo 1, SAT3 and WACS, have made heavy
investments in laying Sub-Atlantic fiber cables bringing huge amount of internet capacity to the shores of
Nigeria. Nevertheless, the tens of Terra-Bytes are lying idly as the challenge remained at bringing this highly
needed capacity to the Nigeria hinterlands. Thus, it turns out that most homes and other entities in
Nigeria do not have access to fast internet or where there is access, it is limited. A number of factors govern
this challenge including high capital costs of transmission infrastructure, lack of business justification for
too many private companies in too many geographical areas across the country, regulatory issues, lack of
electricity power and more. As for power, irrespective of power sector privatization, Nigerians have
continued to lament about the poor state of power supply and the negative impact it is having in their
businesses and living. Power supply affects every sphere of living of which installation and management of

9 Surprise!Nigeria supposedlyhas themostaffordable Internet inAfrica.Techpoint.AfricaMarch2018.From
https://theinclusiveinternet.eiu.com/explore/countries/NG/performance/indicators/

https://theinclusiveinternet.eiu.com/explore/countries/NG/performance/indicators/
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telecommunication infrastructures are inclusive. The cost used in powering telecommunication equipment
(Base stations, radios etc.) increases the overhead cost thereby affecting productivity. This project of Satellite
Broadband Penetration aims to bring solution to many of these challenges. Starting with technology,
satellite technology is the easiest and quickest technology to deploy, without needing to lay infrastructure
such as fiber and cables with all the challenges that come with it. In terms of business, the project is carried
out by NASRDA and a private party, with the aim of providing broadband towards the enhancement of the
country first. As for power, the VSAT terminals at customer sites may be self-sustainable by using a solar
panel that will drive sufficient power to the VSATs where needed.

Pricing

Pricing have been a major factor for broadband adoption, particularly in developing nations. In some
jurisdictions, high cost of deploying broadband infrastructure has pushed the cost of providing services
beyond what the ordinary consumer is willing or able to pay. This then indicates that service offers also
have to be at the right price and not just the right speed. Without affordability, demand for broadband
service will be weak and payback period for investors may become unacceptably long. Despite the provisions

made by the mobile providers (MTNN, AIRTEL, GLOBACOM and 9MOBILE), the cost of internet
access has been high compared to most countries in Africa. In countries like Tanzania and Kenya, where
the government built nationwide infrastructure backbone, allowing private sector to run it at a determined
low cost and making sure that every ISP has equal access to available broadband capacities; penetration is
high compared to Nigeria. Multi-taxation, yearly charges for telecom infrastructures by government agencies
also made the list of factors attributable to the high cost of internet access.

Right of Way

The legal right, established by usage or grant, to pass along a specific route through grounds or property
belonging to another. The huge amount paid by telecommunication operators to have right of way is high
thereby affecting the building of infrastructures which also contribute to lower penetration. One critical
advantage of satellite technology which is used in this project is that no right of way is needed as the
connection is done through space from the provider's HQ directly to the VSAT antenna and modem
located at the customer's premises. This makes the solution quick and easy to deliver.

Distance

This has to do with the areas covered by the available ISPs. The distance from the base station to the
internet users have made it almost impossible for those in the rural areas from accessing internet. The effect
of attenuation comes in as the devices move farther away from the base station. As stated in 2013 Data
report of the Nigerian telecommunication commission fibre optic deployment in Nigeria as analyzed as at
December, 2013; the telecoms operating companies (GSM and CDMA/Fixed telephony Operators) had
deployed a combined total of 68,124km. Nevertheless, covering rural Nigeria with fiber optics is a
challenging task and also one that may prove commercially uneconomical.

Infrastructure

This means that Broadband Internet access is very low due to lack of adequate infrastructure..
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Unequal Distribution of Computer Systems

Computer systems are seen luxury and also the cost of acquiring one is almost out of the reach of the
middle class talk less of the lower class of the economy. This has created a divide which also reduces
accessibility of internet by mostly people who do not have even when the internet facility is made available.

The Competition

In Nigeria, terrestrial fiber is still largely deficient, due to large infrastructure cost and regulatory challenges.
This is the leading cause of low broadband penetration within Nigeria and West Africa. Satellite broadband
services everywhere and at any time that leverages on Satellite and Ground Earth Station (GES)
infrastructure provides an opportunity to leapfrog these constraints in the remote areas. Satellite broadband
services is able to provide connectivity to businesses across areas with limited or no fiber/microwave
coverage through VSAT dishes.

Some of the main providers of satellite broadband services in Nigeria include:

 MainOne

 Asta/Coolink Satellite Broadband Nigeria Africa

 Sea-Net Technologies Nigeria Limited

 Hyperia

Nigeria has among largest telecom markets in the Africa continent, well supported by second-largest
economy on continent after South Africa nation. During the year 2016, economy went into recession
though the GDP growth returned in the year 2017. Given potential for further development, the telecom
sector does attract considerable foreign investment. The market liberalization measures in the recent years
have been able to lead to the hundreds of the companies, many of them being small and localized, being set
up to offer a wide range of the telecom as well as value added services.

Mobile sector has been able to benefit from the market competition, and the wider deployment of the LTE
technologies that have in turn supported the operator revenue development as well as encouraged adoption
of the mobile broadband among the subscribers. Other than key mobile network operators, there have been
some additional players that are operating under the unified licensing regime. The regulator has been able
to license 4 regional infrastructure companies, to be able to build the national broadband network as well
as offer the capacity to all the service providers on the non-discriminatory, the open access as well as the
price regulated basis.

The additional three InfraCo licenses that have been expected to get awarded by the mid-2018. Competitive
fixed-line market does include the second national operator (Globacom) as well as the over 80 other
licensed companies. Alternative carriers combined offers around 85% of all the fixed connections though
in the general terms about 80% of all connections to be wireless. Nigeria’s broadband sector has enjoyed a
considerable consolidation among the key players, from the over 400 ISPS in the year 2012 to less than 90
by early 2018. Majority of the internet connections are usually via the mobile networks, GSM as well as 3G
and more recently LTE, though there have been a number of the WiMAX operators that have found some
niche in the market. Government has gone on with the plan to increase broadband penetration to 30
percent by the year 2018 and to be able to increase the mobile broadband penetration to 50% by the year
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2020. To this end so far, regulator has been looking to auction the additional spectrum in 70oMHz and the
2.3 GHz bands.

This country has among the largest mobile market in the African continent, with about 142 million
subscribers and the penetration rate of 101%. Number of the subscribers fell in the year 2017 as the
consumers responded to the poor economic climate.

Emerging Trends

Push against large gatherings: While it is clear that large parties and gatherings are far from over in the
African context, within the business world, many large gatherings and conferences may be swapped out for
webinars. Virtual Tours and 3D Photography technology operators such as Gidi Virtual Tours and 360
Human Tours have noted that they are receiving more enquiries from more receptive prospects. Other
agents are investing in the technology themselves.

Remote work: The future of work has always been remote; however, the COVID-19 pandemic has
accelerated the pace at which traditional workplaces consider this option. Remote work options are
expected to become a more standard requirement from employers, leading to lower space requirements and
more focus on collaborative spaces.

New spending patterns: During the recession expected in Nigeria, spending patterns and consumption are
expected to lean towards essential spending on groceries items, pharmacy or medical supplies and white
goods.

We expect developers to explore more investments in the healthcare, industrial and data center segments of
the markets due to the resilience they have shown in this environment. E-commerce push Retailers within
Nigerian are investing in their online presence and partnering logistics companies to close gaps in the
income that has been lost due to the pandemic.

Opportunities and challenges in the Telecommunications industry

What are the challenges in the telecommunications industry? The telecommunications sector is one of the
most sensitive areas for digital transformation. Despite this, digitization has brought many challenges to this
sector, but they are also opportunities for growth. Of all industries, the telecommunications sector has been
especially affected by digital transformation. In fact, before they were applied in other sectors, many digital
innovations and solutions were first tested here.

The term, telecommunications, refers to the set of techniques and procedures for the remote
communication of sound (voice, music), images, text, etc.to which is referred to as signals of an
electromagnetic, acoustic, or other nature, now almost always represented in numerical (or, more widely,
digital) form.

In general, telecommunications technologies can be divided into two groups: technologies for
information and those for communication. The first refers to the use of computers and other
telecommunications equipment to store, retrieve, transmit, and manipulate data in the context of a
business or financial activity. The second refers to the set of methods and techniques for the transmission,
reception, and processing of data and information.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communications_technology
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The development of these technologies is at the basis of the so-called third industrial revolution, which led
to the birth of an information-based society, which also occurred thanks to the spread of mass media such
as the telephone, radio, and television. It is no coincidence that many people see a close correlation
between the presence of a good telecommunications infrastructure and a high level of socio-economic
development of a country, both in microeconomic and macroeconomic terms.

The importance of this sector is also linked to the fact that the technologies and solutions included in this
sector are constantly increasing. For example, the distinction between pure telecommunications and
programming or computer engineering is becoming increasingly blurred. This is because the applications
developed for one exploit the channels and infrastructures of the other or, vice versa, and the operations of
certain digital architectures affect the development of certain physical channels.

It can be imagined that, in the future, television, energy resources, security, and surveillance services will
closely coexist with sensors, monitoring and traffic information, geolocation, management, and
organization of the so-called smart cities. This is also thanks to the fact that in Italy there is a tendency to
move from a model where individual synergies occur vertically, in the context of the individual distribution
chains, to a model that provides for the horizontal sharing of infrastructure, bringing together
telecommunications, energy, heating or energy cogeneration, gas, water, and much more.

In other words, the sector will move from a narrow field of interest to create product combinations that
improve the country’s economic growth, but also provide opportunities for investment.

In any case, companies currently operating in the market will be asked to learn to adapt to new market
demands and conditions. This is already happening, albeit gradually. With the passage of time, there is
bound to be significant turning point for telco companies, who are changing their business approach and
deciding whether to turn into pure infrastructure companies or single service companies or to remain mere
service companies.

All of this is in the face of a new type of consumer demand which, at the moment, rewards more hybrid
and integrated business models. Perhaps this is one of the most evident transformations as a result of the
digitization of the sector.

The changing face of the sector

While it is true that the digital transformation has changed telecommunications if only because it has
provided new communication tools until recently, the real jolt to the sector is the competition digitization
makes possible. The telecommunications sector, in fact, has three specific characteristics:

1. It has a few large players;
2. The birth and success of new companies on the market is very slow; and
3. Market players tend to merge with each other or transform their core business to survive.

For this reason, it can be said that as a market segment, telco is not very elastic and has important barriers
to entry, mainly represented by infrastructure costs and expertise that is difficult to come by. This is also
demonstrated by the fact that even the advent of mobile telephony has not significantly changed the
traditional telco business model.
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Also, until the advent of the internet and its diffusion on the mass market, telecommunications companies
were limited to offering connectivity services such as voice for consumer customers and voice and data
transmission services for business customers. It was only with the arrival of the Over-The-Top10 (OTTs) that
the sector felt the impact, and the identity of telco operators changed, accentuating their role as
infrastructure providers at the expense of the service provision business.

10 OTT is where a telecommunications service provider delivers one or more services across an IP network. It embraces a variety of telco services
including communications (e.g. voice and messaging), content (e.g. TV and music) and cloud-based (e.g. compute and storage) offerings.
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